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lanning, preparation, and prevention – it all comes
with the territory of being a mom. We try to head
off as many accidents and illnesses as we can; we childproof, we carry hand sanitizer, and we teach our kids to
wash their hands. But there is a big hole in our safetynet:   Over 50 million American workers are not allowed
by their employers to earn even a single paid sick day
-  including 78% of workers in jobs that require frequent
contact with the public, like child care, nursing home and
retail employees. [1]

time I was barely making ends meet and could not afford
to take a day off to take her to the doctor.   She started
complaining of ear pain on a Thursday, but did not have a
high fever.   I scheduled an appointment with her doctor
for the following Saturday.  By Friday evening, we were in
the ER because her eardrum burst and her ear was leaking fluid. This is just one story that describes how badly I
needed paid sick days at work, and didn’t have them.”

This is an enormous problem. Everyone gets sick at
some point or another, but when sick folks aren’t able to
stay home it puts everyone’s health at risk – coworkers,
restaurant patrons, school kids, and, well, everyone. Allowing workers with contagious diseases to avoid unnecessary contact with co-workers and customers is a fundamental public health measure.

“I used to be a kitchen manager in a restaurant, and only
the salaried managers (not me) had paid sick leave. As a
result, employees often came to work sick because they
couldn’t afford to lose a day’s pay. I remember going to
work with strep throat once – I was running a fever and
was so sick that I had to sit on a stack of milk crates in
order to work. Employees shouldn’t have to make those
kinds of choices, and the public shouldn’t be put at risk by
companies unwilling to protect public health by acknowledging the humanity of their employees – we all get sick
sometimes! – and giving paid sick leave.”

Recently, we asked our over a million MomsRising
members in every state in our nation to share their personal stories in order to educate our leaders and the
public about the need for paid sick days. The response
was overwhelming, and one thing became perfectly clear:
Even Super Moms and hand sanitizer have limits – We
need paid sick days!
In the following pages you find stories from the front lines
of motherhood from all fifty states. These stories speak of
the impossible choices, struggles, and the sometimes improbable triumphs of mothers, fathers, and other caregivers to care for their children and other loved ones when
over 50 million American workers do not have the right to
earn paid sick days.
Why should you read these stories? Frankly, the stories
from the front lines of motherhood rarely make the front
pages. Yet the work that moms are doing on these front
lines to raise the next generation of Americans is certainly
heroic. And listening to the voices and wisdom of mothers
is essential for building a healthy and prosperous nation.
In the pages of this book you can listen to the voices of
mothers like this MomsRising member from Illinois, who
shared:
“Having paid sick days would have helped me tremendously when I was an hourly employee.  Not having them
meant that I had to postpone taking my kids to the doctor
until Saturday openings were available.  One time, not having paid sick days resulted in my daughter having a serious
ear infection, which ultimately affected her hearing.  At the

Or, this MomsRising member from Maryland, who told
us:

There is overwhelming public support for paid sick
days. People in red states and blue states, Republicans
and Democrats all support paid sick days. Not only do
people support paid sick days policies, but also recent
polling finds that workers favor candidates who support
paid sick days over those who don’t. [2]
When you think about it, it is hardly surprising. We ALL
get sick. When we’re worried about our kids’ health or our
own health, we shouldn’t also have to worry if we’ll still
have a job when we get better.
Please take a moment to read the stories on these pages
from your community and from the front lines of motherhood across the nation – and join us in supporting mothers and families across America.
Thank you. Together, we can be a powerful voice for
mothers and families.
Kristin Rowe-Finkbeiner
Executive Director & C0-Founder
MomsRising.org
P.S. On the next page is an index of stories by state. These
moms and dads are an invaluable resource. If you would like
to meet with them or get more information about their stories,
please contact us at psd@momsrising.org.

[1] Vicky Lovell, Institute for Women’s Policy Research, No Time to Be Sick. [2] National Opinion Research Center at the
University of Chicago for the Public Welfare Foundation, Paid Sick Days: A basic labor standard for the 21st century” August 2008
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Personal Stories from MomsRising Members
A DOZEN THAT TELL THE STORY
This last year was really rough – I don’t think we
would have made it without paid sick days. In September of 2009 Influenza hit our household hard. It was
before the shots were available so there wasn’t much
that could be done. Everyone in household was sick
over the course of 2 months – my 8-year-old daughter
was sick for two weeks straight, and I caught it as she
was getting better, causing me to miss even more work.
As the school year went on, my daughter had a hard
time recovering – she ended up catching every bug
that came through the school, she was sick through
the winter holidays and spring break. She ended up
missing more than 30 days of school, and my husband
and I ended up missing a ton of work to take care of
her. We live on the margin – one step away from losing
our house each month. If either of us had lost our jobs
or part of our paychecks our house would have been
another one of those empty houses on our block.

– Christine (CO)
As a single mother with a 4-year-old child, I had no
choice but to call in to my boss at the car dealership
and tell him I was unable to come to work the day she
woke up with a fever of 104. I took her to the doctor and
got the requisite prescriptions to treat what turned out
to be a strep infection, but couldn’t bring her back to
daycare for the rest of the week. My manager told me
that unless I could return to work within 72 hours not to
come back at all. I was terminated because I was on the
job less than the amount of time necessary to qualify
for FMLA.

– MONICA (FL)
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MomsRising members meet with elected officials in Texas.

I’ve been a temp at my job for almost 2 years – that
means NO paid days off, except holidays, and very few at
that. I get no vacation days and no sick days. My son had
chronic ear infections for months until I could finally get a
doctor to agree with me that he needed tubes. I missed
a LOT of work because of his illnesses and always worried about losing my job, or not being able to get all of my
work done before month end. I also constantly sent him to
school with a fever and a note explaining the fever was from
his ears being infected, he was not contagious, I’m sorry I
had to send him and a note to please give him ibuprofen as
needed. I felt like a HORRIBLE Mommy because my baby
boy was sick, and I knew it, and he needed me and needed
to be home where he could rest and be loved on, and I had
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to send him to school so I could work because I can’t afford to have days off where I don’t get paid. It’s a horrible
situation for any family that has to go through it and I will
pray that something is done to resolve this once and for all,
for ALL families!

– JESSICA (M0)
Having paid sick days would have helped me tremendously when I was an hourly employee. Not having them
meant that I had to postpone taking my kids to the doctor until Saturday openings were available. One time, not
having paid sick days resulted in my daughter having a
serious ear infection, which ultimately affected her hearing. At the time I was barely making ends meet and could
not afford to take a day off to take her to the doctor. She
started complaining of ear pain on a Thursday, but did
not have a high fever. I scheduled an appointment with
her doctor for the following Saturday. By Friday evening,
we were in the ER because her eardrum burst and her
ear was leaking fluid. This is just one story that describes
how badly I needed paid sick days at work, and didn’t
have them. I was working 35 hours per week, which was
not considered full time at that company. Therefore, I had
no benefits at all, including no paid sick days. My commute to and from work was an hour and a half. That left
me with no time to take my kids to the doctor during the
weekdays. I tried to reserve taking days off for emergencies only, and when you have kids, sometimes emergencies happen. Like the time my daughter tripped down the
stairs and put her hand through the glass panel on the
front door, on her way to school in the morning.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
I need paid sick days because my daughter has severe, chronic, debilitating migraines, as well as Postural
Orthostatic Tachycardia (POTS). Both of these conditions result in frequent fainting spells. Her migraines are
always accompanied by severe bouts of vomiting. So,
even though she was a junior in high school last year, she
needed me to be with her when she was ill. I’m a single
Mom; without paid sick days, I would’ve likely wound
up on welfare because of the number of sick days I had
to take. Fortunately, at my job, I have paid leave and a
supportive supervisor and colleagues. I sincerely feel for
Moms who are in my position who don’t have this support. Even parents of older children need paid sick days
to care for their loved ones.

– Jennifer (TX)
I used to be a kitchen manager in a restaurant, and
only the salaried managers (not me) had paid sick leave.
As a result, employees often came to work sick because
they couldn’t afford to lose a day’s pay. I remember going to work with strep throat once – I was running a fever
and was so sick that I had to sit on a stack of milk crates
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MA MomsRising members in the state capitol.

in order to work. Eventually I was persuaded by coworkers to go home because I was such a risk to the health of
our customers. Employees shouldn’t have to make those
kinds of choices, and the public shouldn’t be put at risk
by companies unwilling to protect public health by acknowledging the humanity of their employees – we all
get sick sometimes! – and giving paid sick leave.

– Dawn (MD)
My former employer was more than happy to send
me home if I was sick, but if it was my daughter who was
sick, there were repercussions. Every time I had to leave
work to care for my child, I would come back to a job
that wasn’t exactly as I left it. My daughter had the flu for
a few days and I had to stay home. When I came back to
work, my boss had taken accounts receivable away from
my job duties. The next time I had to stay home with my
daughter, I came back to have part of my payables taken
away. It was horrible.

– Jennifer (OR)
When my children were young, I was told by my
boss that my job came before everything else. I used to
have to take a butt chewing if I needed to miss work because one of them was sick. It got to the point to where
I had to take the kids to work with me sick and try to get
the essential work done before I could take them to the
doctor and then home. And, of course, I didn’t get paid
for those days, either. I used to go into a blind panic any
time one of the kids got sick because I knew I was going
to hear, once again, how my job came before anything
else and I certainly couldn’t afford to quit my job. Doing
that would have meant living on the street.

– Valorie (TN)
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In my previous job, I had no sick time. We had to use
our 2 weeks of vacation time, which I didn’t start earning until my 1-year anniversary, whenever I, or my young
child, was sick. A week or two before my 1-year anniversary, I became sick with the flu. I was out for days. My
boss wouldn’t advance me vacation time to cover the sick
days, so I lost pay. This would be a hardship for anyone,
and I am a single mom, so it was especially hard. I also
agonized over whether to send my daughter to daycare
when she was better... but not quite. I would lie awake in
the middle of the night with a high fever and stress out
because I had to use up precious vacation time. One of
the best things about my current job is its liberal sick time
policy.

After that’s done this summer, we will be living in my parents’ basement, because I know it will take me a long time
to find a job even one step above working a cash register at
Taco Bell. The average time it takes to find a job right now
is a YEAR. I wouldn’t be in this position if I had been given
a realistic sick-leave policy.

– LeAnna (WA)

– Denise (NY)
Why are paid sick
days important? When I
was laid off my employer
pointed out that I had
gone above my six “allowed” sick days. I am a
single mother. Because
of daycare restrictions,
my daughter would generally have to be out of
daycare for two days if
she got sick – one day
to be sick, and the next
day to HOPEFULLY get
LeAnna, a MomsRising Meminto the doctor for the
ber from Washington, with
doctor’s note to say she
her daughter.
could go back to daycare
without getting other kids
sick. And of course, due to the nature of children, I would
invariably get whatever she had a few days later, and hopefully it would coincide with a weekend so I wouldn’t miss
work. But if I only had to take one day off for myself to be
sick, and two days for her, that still means she/we could
only get sick TWICE for the year. Do you know how unrealistic that is? Kids in daycare GET SICK. Regardless of how
clean the daycare is, or how intentional people are about
wiping runny noses, kids exposed to other kids get sick
more than twice a year. I was getting paid $10 an hour. I
got my work done, even if I wasn’t bright-eyed and bushytailed every day. I have a strong feeling that they simply
felt I missed too many days for their taste. Not to mention
the bills that didn’t get paid if we were sick, because my
allowed sick days were unpaid in the first place. I was unemployed for five months, at the early end of the recession,
searching diligently for work and taking any little part-time
thing that came my way to delay the inevitable. I ended up
re-joining AmeriCorps to at least buy me a year. It’s only
volunteering with a stipend – if you calculate out what we
make for the year, including our Education Award, it’s less
than minimum wage. But at least we won’t be homeless.
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Janice’s husband with their newborn daughter. Janice is a
MomsRising Member from Wisconsin.

Paid sick days allowed my husband to be with our first
child while I was recovering from the emergency Caesarian
and could not be with her. My husband stayed at the hospital. He was with me when, at my baby’s first time nursing she stopped breathing and turned blue. I patted her
back, called her name, and she started breathing again.
We called the nurse, and she said by their protocol they
wouldn’t do anymore because all of her signs had returned
to normal, but if one of us came with her and insisted that
a specialist see her, the specialist would be called. I had
major surgery – I couldn’t get out of bed. My husband went
with the nurse, insisted on the specialist. Our daughter’s
prognosis was not good. She was having seizures due to
two strokes on each hemisphere of the brain. One of the
other moms in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit commented that our baby was so beautiful – she glowed. We were
with her 24/7. Each of the babies glowed when a parent
was present. Most did not, because their parents were not
able to be there. Our daughter is now entering 2nd grade
and is an incredibly intelligent and vibrant girl, developmentally where she needs to be, or beyond. The neurologist
said that he hopes that each child he sees recovers as our
daughter did, but he seldom sees it. My job ended as our
daughter was born, and my husband’s job was able to support us so that I could be with our baby full-time. If we had
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not been able to be physically present with her in the hospital twenty four hours/day while her brain recovery was so
tenuous, and if I couldn’t have stayed home with her so she
could receive all of the therapies from the birth to three program, plus me repeating all of the therapies once or twice a
day – I would probably not be writing a story with a happy
ending. Now, our daughter will be able to participate fully
in life, and share the gifts that are in her heart to help make
the world a better place. Every child should have that
same opportunity. And it all began because my husband
had paid sick days. Peace.

As a single parent, I was fortunate enough to work for a
company that provided a generous sick pay plan. I didn’t
need to use sick days often but knowing that I was protected from the loss of income and/or my job removed
a great deal of stress from an already burdensome task.
I felt secure enough to purchase a home and provide a
secure, stress-free environment for my family. I would not
have felt secure enough to purchase a home knowing that
my financial stability could change drastically due to a flu
outbreak or other malady. All families need sick leave protection!

– JANICE (WI)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)

STORIES BY STATE
ALABAMA
I have an asthmatic son and he
stays sick all the time with severe
asthma. The company gets mad at
me when I have to take off to see
about him. From time-to-time he
does get sick and I am scared to see
about his health because of fear of
losing my job (our only income). Yes,
it is sad, but true!

– mildred (AL)
I have worked for the same
company for 3 years now and just
recently went full time but since it is
only temporary, as I will be returning
to college in the spring I do not have
sick time. I currently have the swine
flu and have missed 2 days so far
and will not get paid thus forcing me
to return to work early (tomorrow)
and not allow myself time to heal.

– momsrising member (AL)
Paid sick days have already
helped me not only for my kids but
also for myself and my mom. When
my mom was unconscious in the
hospital I didn’t have to worry about
feeling guilty by being at work instead of being at the hospital with
her because I knew I wouldn’t lose
any pay from my paycheck. I didn’t
have to worry when my daughter
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MomsRising member in Denver. Our members are bringing important motherhood
and family issues to the forefront of the country’s awareness. Together, we are working to create both cultural and policy change, on both the national and state levels.
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went to her routine check-up with
her OB doctor only to end up in the
hospital for emergency delivery of
my first grandchild. My daughter
and my premature granddaughter
both were in the hospital. I didn’t
even have to worry when I was told
I was suffering from Rheumatoid
Arthritis and had to have doctor
visits every week. I still have to be
off work to go to the doctor and for
lab work to monitor my RA but I do
not have to worry about losing any
pay from my wages because I have
paid sick leave. This allowed me to
concentrate on my loved ones and
myself to get better. Just to know
that I can be off to take my children
to their doctors’ appointments and
not have to worry about how will I
make up the lost pay for missing
work is a dream come true for me.
Every working American needs to
have paid sick leave and paid annual leave as part of their job benefits. If my employer did not have
these benefits, I know I would have
lost my job.

– linda (AL)

family was not financially devastated by my illness. Everybody needs
sick leave at some point in their life.

– SUE (AZ)
I have a special needs child who
has Autism and a weakened immune
system. I currently do not have sick
days and can barely pay my bills as
it is. When I have to take “personal” time off it cuts severely into my
house hold income and forces me to
have to pick and choose which bills
to pay.

– momsrising member (AZ)
I am fortunate enough to have 6
paid sick days a year, but even that
wasn’t enough when I had to take
my husband, who has MS, to infusion treatments for five days. That
left almost nothing for when I got
sick, and I had to take vacation time
to cover my own sick time (which
only amounted to two days for the
entire year). If I had had to take all
that time unpaid, it would have been
very painful financially.

– momsrising member (AZ)

ALASKA
I am lucky to work for a school
district that provides paid sick leave.
I use it about 5-10 days a school
year to care for my two children
when they get sick. I would hate to
be forced to choose between keeping my job or tending my ill child. I
would imagine that some parents
without paid sick leave might be
forced to send ill children to school,
endangering other children and staff
as a result.

– momsrising member (AK)

ARIZONA
I was blissfully healthy until lupus caused me to have a series of
mini-strokes. My life has never been
the same. Thankfully, with short and
long term disability, plus sick leave,
I was able to return to work and my
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Nearly

40%
of all

private-sector
workers don’t have
a single paid sick

Although I am beyond child
rearing age, I have to take sick time
due to chronic conditions such as
Sjogrens Syndrome, fibro and multiple forms of arthritis. I do have a
couple of sick days from my company, but I have had to apply for
FMLA, which I always thought was
for slackers. If the company would
give more sick days, I would not
have had to go to that resort. I can’t
even imagine how hard it would be
for families with multiple children.
These people must live in fear every time that their kids get sick. I
know what the young people that
work with me are going through
since I live in AZ, which is a “right to
work” (or as we know it a “right to
fire” state) where you can get fired
if the boss doesn’t like your haircut,
much less your time off to take care
of your family!

– kathy (AZ)
I have sick days as a teacher, but
with kids and older parents to take
care of – I’m the only parent and the
only child – there are never enough
to cover the days I need. I wish I
had a clone.

– momsrising member (AZ)
I have been very lucky to have had
a career where I’ve had sick leave.
I cannot count the number of times
those days were used because my
child was ill, not me. I have been
able to take partial days for doctors
and dentists appointments. And,
when I had pneumonia last year, I
didn’t have to worry about paying
my bills. I could just get better. It
created loyalty to my employer as
well as a refusal to use them unless
absolutely necessary.

day to recover

– momsrising member (AZ)

from common,

I was a 9-1-1 operator for years
while my children were born, attended daycare, then elementary school.
What they picked up at the daycare
and at school, they passed on to
me. Because I worked for the police
department, they were very strict on

short-term
illnesses.
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using sick days, we were even told
at one point they would be sending
officers by to see if we were home.
I rarely used a sick day because I
wanted to maintain a good performance rating and using sick time
could really hurt our evaluations. So
I have many terrible memories of going to work sick. In fact when I ended up in the hospital one time, I had
repeated nightmares over and over
that I was falling asleep at my work
desk on my computer keyboard
which is what had started to happen.
I had to keep telling myself over and
over it was okay to fall asleep because I was in the hospital and the
doctors said I should be there, not at
work. (atypical hepatitis) I still have
two children at home but my situation is not as extreme as before. But
the memories of some terrible times
I suffered through will always make
me sympathetic to working parents.

– karen (AZ)

ARKANSAS
There is a saying that I try to live by
daily....”Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.” When little
Charlie Ray is sick, and there is no
one or no nanny to care for him, then
you take your sick day off to care for
him because there is no person on
this world whom Charlie Ray would
want to be under than his mom or
dad when he is not feeling his best.
Well, if we would, “do unto others,”
then we would not have a problem
with making employers provide sick
days for their employees when those
difficult decisions have to be made.
I know beyond a shadow of doubt
how a life decision can be hard. My
husband, after 9 years of work and
over 800 hours of sick leave, lost
his job, and was unemployed for 10
months. This left me as the only financial source, forced me to make
hard decisions as I had just started
a new job, and had to wait 6 months
before I could take sick leave. I became ill, and went to work every
day. If I was able to use sick leave,
then my illness would have been
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North Carolina MomsRising members decorated and delivered baby onesies to
state policy makers to raise awareness about the need for paid sick days.

half the time. Because I had to go
to work sick, several of the patients I
cared for became very ill, thus causing the company to lose way more
money than they would have lost
if they had given me 8-16 hours of
pay. I need paid sick days because I
want you to, “Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you,” and
since all elected officials are compensated when they are off to care
for their kids, animals, parents, or
themselves, shouldn’t I be afforded
the same opportunity?

– Tykeha (AR)

CALIFORNIA
A little boy in pain. I am his
teacher. I am worried about him. We
sit down side by side, and I ask, “How
are you?” He tells me he just had his
tonsils out, and his mom couldn’t
stay home to take care of him.
“Where is your mommy?” I ask. He
starts to cry. “She has to work.” And
she does. She works two menial jobs
to support her family. No benefits.
No job security. And certainly no sick
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days. They struggle to find enough
quarters to do the laundry once a
week. There are no corners to cut to
afford a day off without pay. So he
suffers without her. Another student,
a little girl, comes into class looking
exhausted. I touch her forehead. It is
burning up. “Sweetheart, you need
to go to the nurse.” “No, please, no!”
she begs me. She clings to my arm.
“My mom and dad can’t leave work!
Let me stay here, please!” She sits
down and cries. And she’s right. Her
parents, car-less, send her by bus
and take public transportation themselves. They work so hard and love
their children. But they don’t get sick
leave. They don’t get time off. How
are they going to pay the rent if they
come and get her? Minimum wage
rents them a single room in a relative’s
house. “It’s like camping,” she tells
me. They are hanging by a thread.
If the nurse calls that thread could
snap. These are just two of the many
children I taught who came to school
sick and hurting. They were wise beyond their years in the economics of
their families. They knew their loving,
hard working parents couldn’t take
a day off – as much as their parents
would have liked to. So they toughed
it out as best they could. Their ages?
The boy is five years old. The girl is
six. What a shame.

pany me to doctor’s appointments,
take notes and let me know what
was said because at times I couldn’t
really hear the doctor. In addition
to the sick time, I took 3 months off
(without pay) to do natural healing, to
rest and rebuild my immune system.
My boss was extremely supportive
and I didn’t have to worry about having my job upon my return. I am so
grateful that I work in an organization
that gives ample sick time, respect
and understanding when we are in
crisis.

– DEBRA (CA)

“I was a previous
‘big box’ employee.
I was told from
the moment I was
hired, that
if I missed 3
consecutive days I
would be fired or
demoted.”
MomsRising Member,
California

– momsrising member (CA)
Two years ago I was diagnosed
with breast cancer. I was definitely
caught by surprise and overwhelmed
with the decisions to be made, the
multitude of doctor’s appointments,
the avalanche of information that
came my way, the well-wishers advice and suggestions for treatment
and the realities of cancer. Luckily,
my job gives me 2 weeks of sick time
a year, much more than any other job
I’ve had - enough to have accumulated several weeks of sick time - so I
had enough days to sift through all of
the above and finally come to a decision that I was comfortable with. Not
only did I have sick time, but I had a
boss and so many co-workers who
were supportive and willing to accom-
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I have paid sick days through
my employer. I have been relatively
healthy, but during my pregnancy I
experienced severe nausea, which
made it difficult for me to function
while at work. I periodically used
my sick days to address my nausea, brought on by pregnancy. I am
a working-class mom, with two children, living in a very high-cost city
– San Francisco. I have chosen not
to relocate due to the extended family support that my immediate family
receives in regards to child care, and
supervision which is very important
to a working mom. If I did not have
paid sick days our family’s income
would have suffered.

– Theresa (CA)

I was a previous “big box” store employee. I was told from the moment I
was hired, that if I missed 3 consecutive days I would be fired or demoted. Since I started out low-job anyway, I figured I would get the worst of
the two – fired. Well, I was 3 months
pregnant when I was hired. I ended
up having to miss work days to make
my maternity appointments in the
beginning, because I couldn’t find
anyone to switch days with me. Then
I ended up with the flu at 4 months
pregnant. I tried going to work, but
ended up fainting at my register. I
went to the hospital. I stayed home
two days after that because I was
sick. I was talked to about my days
missed and then they decided to cut
some hours. When promotions came
up, I was told that I was being passed
over because I missed work within
my first 3 months! No one cared that
they wouldn’t work with my schedule
so I could take care of my baby by
attending my appointments, or that I
was sick with the flu! I am considered
a high-risk pregnancy when I get
pregnant due to certain health issues.
I was NOT going to miss my appointments or push myself beyond my
means in this fragile time of my life.
I am ALL FOR paid sick days. I don’t
think sick days or maternity or special
needs appointments should impact
our job or our income. We are being
made to choose between our health,
the health of others, and our ability to
pay our bills; or our jobs’ policies...
and even in some worse cases – our
jobs themselves. Our country was
built by caring men, who chose to
stand for what is right... So why are
we allowing companies to take away
our precious needs for something
that is beyond our control? I know if I
could CHOOSE whether to be sick or
not, I definitely would choose not!

– momsrising member (CA)
“Kin Care” type laws are essential to health and welfare of working families. It is essential for family
members to be able to attend to each
other both for the sake of the person
with the illness and their supportive
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family members. When workers are
able to care for their loved ones and
use their own sick leave, they will
feel supported and valued. When
this is not possible, they will resent
their employers and not work as efficiently and competently. They are
pre-occupied by the worry and guilt
of not being able to care for their
loved ones. As such, employers
also lose out. When employers allow
workers to take care of their families,
the employers and their customers
ultimately win as well. My experiences are too numerous to recount here.
Suffice it to say with a husband who
has survived a pancreatic tumor and
now lives with multiple health issues,
it is incredibly important that I be
able to have health care coverage to
keep him alive as well as sick leave
to attend to him should emergencies
arise. Similarly, when my children
have their many illnesses, I need to
be able to care for them as well. We
are a country of working people, not
just workers – our humanity calls for
such legislation to ensure that families stay strong, intact, caring, loving
and that workers can give it their all
when at work.

– momsrising member (CA)
In the last two years, I have dislocated my wrist, had shingles and
have been diagnosed with Crohn’s
disease. These three uncontrollable
and faultless health problems have
forced me to lose months of work
and thousands of dollars as result.
Is this fair? If you answer yes, take
a minute to find your heart because
you must have lost it. My situation is
mild compared to what many families experience every day. It’s about
time that our policies and society reflect a compassion and understanding for the trials and tribulations of
others who have unexpected bumps
in the road. Life is unpredictable.
Why should we punish people for
needing to tend to common inconveniences? Let’s reclaim our humanity and take care of each other
for a change.

– JACK (CA)
MomsRising.org

doctors told me to do. My daughter,
however, is working in a temporary
job at a company she really likes. But
because she doesn’t have sick leave
as a temporary worker, she brings all
her illness with her to work because
she can’t afford to not work. Same
for her husband who is a contractor
but receives no sick time.

– ROSA (CA)

Massachusetts MomsRising members
and coalition partners deliver Valentine’s Day messages to state policy
makers, educating them about the need
for everyone to have the ability to earn
paid sick days.

I am a single mother of two children.
I am lucky that I am employed at a
job that does offer 5 sick days a year.
I appreciate those days a great deal,
but I am writing on behalf of those
who do not have sick days. When
either one of my children get sick, I
have to quiz them on how badly they
are sick. I then have to choose between using one of my precious sick
days, sending them to school sick,
or sending them to daycare sick.
Sometimes it’s not an easy decision.
I do not generally use the sick days
for myself, and often go to work sick.
Families, especially single parents,
should not be penalized for taking
care of sick family members.

– LIANE (CA)
The saga goes on and every word
here is the truth. I started this poetic
tale when I was in my youth. I worked
for Pacific Telephone in 1976. My wife
was at work and my 3 year old son
got sick. I asked my boss for a day
off, because my child was sick. I said
make it a sick day, vacation, or PDO
– you can pick. He said hire a nurse
or get someone else to stay! Come to
work right now or you will get no pay!
He passed out in my arms so to the
hospital I went. The next day at work
to the boss’s office I was sent. We are
not going to pay you and you’re on
absence control. One more absence
and you and your job will pay the toll.
There ought to be a law to stop policies like that!

– DAVID (CA)
I had a heart attack in ‘98. I was
off work for 6 weeks. I returned to
work healed and rested because I
had enough sick time to do what the

I have Erdheim Chester Disease
and am working full time, but have a
lot of doctors’ appointments, as it is
a very rare and serious disease. Because I accumulated sick days over
the years, I was able to use them to
offset my disability to get my full pay
while I was off six months undergoing
chemotherapy. Now that I am back at
work, the sick days allow me to get
paid when I have to travel from South
Lake Tahoe, California to Houston,
Texas for my doctor appointments.
Having paid sick days allows me to
work instead of going on permanent
disability.

– LARRY (CA)
As a single mother with two
young children, the chance of one of
us getting sick is tripled. Since each
missed day of work costs a day’s
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pay, the losses can be substantial.
It is important both to the livelihood
of mothers and the health of society
to make paid sick days mandatory.
Mothers are expected to work and
earn, they should also be given what
they need to properly care for their
families without having to fear losing
their jobs or income.

– Lygeia (CA)
I would not be able to make it
without paid sick leave because
my husband was laid off and finally
found work across the country in
Washington DC. He is only able to
come home a few days once a month
or so. I do not have any other family
members or friends who stay home
and can watch my two little boys
when they are sick. The sad thing is,
as a mother I’m not really concerned
about when I get sick – I reserve my
sick days for when they are sick. Paid
sick leave is crucial to the health of
our society! It is so frustrating, yet
understandable when other parents
take their children back to daycare or
school when the child is still sick.

– Vickye (CA)
Without paid sick days, I
wouldn’t be able to care for my four
sons, including my adopted son who
has spina bifida. I feel so blessed to
work for a company and in a state
that has paid sick leave, but every
time I use it, I think about all those
mothers (and fathers!) who aren’t
as fortunate as me. And I especially
think of how their children suffer.
Please help them!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CA)
I’m lucky to have paid sick days.
I have two children under three and
I work full time. I have well baby
checkups to get my little one to and
the occasional needed appointment
when one of them gets sick. They
both go to daycare, so sickness,
unfortunately, is not all that uncommon. Without sick leave, I would be
missing my wages due to everyday
parental events, something most
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employers don’t take into consideration. Luckily, mine does.

– MICHELLE (CA)
I am new to my job, but I still am
provided with paid sick leave during my first few months. I have had
to use a few hours here and there
to go to an emergency dentist appointment, and to stay with my child
when my spouse was too ill to get
out of bed. I experienced a period of
joblessness before landing this position, and our family has no savings
left. If I weren’t able to have these
hours paid, I would probably have
had to wait until my dental emergency became abscessed, and would
have risked my spouse’s health by
not allowing a good day’s rest. Paid
sick leave helps all families: not just
those with children in the home, but
all workers. Paid sick leave is preventive health care.

– ClairE (CA)
I work for government agencies as a “contract” employee. That
means that even though I work for
the agency full time, I am essentially
self-employed and do not get benefits – either insurance or sick days.
I therefore work when I’m sick. This
February I got a cold and continued
to work. The cold progressed into
pneumonia. I needed to be hospitalized for 5 days, after which I was
told I’d need about 6 weeks to recover. Since I work “for myself” the
burden of paying hospital bills while
not receiving income would have
been too much. So I went back to
work earlier than recommended. It
is now June and I have yet to return
to my former energy level. I go to
work, come home and sleep, and
remain concerned that I will relapse.
Sick days are essential!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CA)
Some years ago I knew my mom
was having mental difficulty as she
aged – it eventually progressed to
the point that I realized she was no
longer capable of caring for herself.

At this point I was the only sibling
in the area and it fell to me to move
my mom into my house because she
could not be left alone. I needed time
off work to care for her. I used this
paid time off to care for her and locate her to a facility where she could
be watched. We eventually moved
her into an Alzheimer’s facility which
provided care for her. This process
of caring for her and evaluating care
facilities required me to use about 3
weeks of time which luckily for me
was paid time off.

– pat (CA)
I suffer from respiratory, esophageal and intestinal maladies which
can keep me down for longer than
a couple of hours. Some of them
even cause me to lose energy and
the ability to get around. Because
of this, I need to rest and recuperate. Without having paid sick days,
I would lose my housing and be
forced to sleep on the street until I
am able to secure alternate housing.
It’s important to remember that free
shelter is no longer an immediate
solution. Due to the vast numbers of
homeless, missions and other service agencies can no longer guarantee shelter for even one night. This
reality is why it is very important to
earn paid sick days and have the
opportunity to cash them in to cover
everyday expenses.

– Mark (CA)
I
get 10 paid sick days a year, but
my husband doesn’t get any. This
means that when the kids are sick,
I am ALWAYS the one to stay home
even though my work is just as important as his. It is a relief that one
of us can stay home without being
penalized but it would be better
if we could take turns and not unequally impact one workplace over
the other.

– momsrising member (CA)
I am fortunate to work for a
large institution with a generous and
realistic sick leave policy. My hus-
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band, however, is in the restaurant
business and when he’s sick, he either goes in (a public health hazard)
or loses pay. That’s just plain stupid.

– momsrising member (CA)
I am an employer with a very small
business. I pay my regular employees when they are sick or work out
a flexible schedule for them. I paid
one worker who was out most of the
year due to an accident that was in
no way involved in my business. The
employee was not even on her way
to work when it happened. If I can
manage to do this, everyone can!!!

– PJ (CA)
I have paid sick days (I am an RN),
but am often “given grief” if I call
in sick. One of my co-workers frequently comes to work sick. Last
night she was coughing all over
everything. Another day about 3
months ago she was vomiting in the
trash cans. Just the nurse I wouldn’t
want to take care of me or mine!!!

– momsrising member (CA)
I do not have paid sick days. At
my job we only have PTO, but if my
children are sick (they both have
asthma) I get those days counted
against me. If I call in 6 times a year
I can get fired. I work in the health
field, but since I have children that
get sick all the time I have to come
to work sick.

– momsrising member (CA)
I didn’t have sick days. All my
earned vacation hours were used as
child sick days and for child doctor
appointments. If I didn’t have any vacation hours to use for sick time off, I
was forced to take the hours off with
no pay at all. I always worked while I
was sick to save the precious time off
for my young daughter. Daycare does
not want to take care of a sick child
and they need to be picked up immediately as not to infect the other children. This puts working parents, like
myself in a really tough spot. We work
constantly and can’t use our vacation
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San Francisco,
Washington, DC,
and Milwaukee have
already passed laws
guaranteeing paid
sick days to workers
in their cities.
Employment remains
stronger in San
Francisco, the first
city in the country
to implement a paid
sick days law than in
neighboring counties
without such a law.
In addition,
San Francisco
experienced stronger
employment growth
than neighboring
counties in the
industries that are
most affected by a
paid sick days law:
leisure and
hospitality, and
accommodation
and food services.
Drum Major Institute for Public Policy, Paid Sick Leave
Does Not Harm Employment, March 2010

time for some much needed respite
care. All of it needs to be saved as sick
time for our children. We work sick and
seek medical attention at Urgent Care
clinics after hours because we can’t
have a regular appointment with our
family doctor. Being able to see my
own doctor once a year was a luxury
that I wasn’t always able to have. Sick
days would make for a healthier work
environment for all. Add incentives for
those who do not use their sick days
but please don’t make employees lose
pay from their already tiny and heavily
taxed paychecks.

– momsrising member (CA)
I get no paid sick days but I am
the single parent of a disabled child.
I have no one to help me if she gets ill
and cannot be in her special classes at
school. Due to her seizures, she would
need to go home. I have to leave work
and do not get sick days.

– momsrising member (CA)
I don’t know what I would do without paid sick days. My husband lost
his job 6 months ago and as the sole
wage earner in our family, I would not
be able to afford losing a day’s wages
by staying home if sick. Our children
are grown and on their own, but we
have parents that need our help with
getting to doctor’s appointments and
such, and having paid sick leave available allows us to help take care of ourselves and our families.

– momsrising member (CA)
I am a single mother with a young
child. Whenever my son is ill, I have
no choice but to take days off from
work. Although I doubt I will lose my
job from taking too many sick days, it
greatly affects our financial situation.
Every time my son gets sick, it costs
to take him to the doctor, it costs for
me to stay home with him. I have sent
him to preschool a few times when his
illnesses have been prolonged, knowing that he was not fully well, because
I did not know whether I would be able
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to afford losing another day’s pay. This
could potentially affect other children
in his class, as well. Working parents
need to earn paid sick days not only
for our financial security, but also for
the health of ALL children.

– momsrising member (CA)
I am a single mom with an ex husband deployed in the military. I was
living so tight this year that a day off
would snowball my financial stability.
We need to be able to afford to take
care of our children in the event of a
major epidemic. Why we need to spell
it out is outrageous. Why doesn’t our
society put our children first?

– momsrising member (CA)
I am about to retire, but over the last
ten years, I certainly could have used
paid sick days. I believe that being unable to take sick days for my kids as
well as myself, without literally being
verbally shamed (and unpaid) by my
employer has induced an irreversible,
and needless, detriment to my children’s, as well as my own, quality of
life. It is a major problem of absolute
corporate control, sadly.

– momsrising member (CA)
As a school teacher and union
member, I have paid sick days. Years
ago as a young teaching assistant
barely scraping by, it was a comfort
knowing I wouldn’t have to drag myself to work sick in order to pay the
rent. Last year when my father’s health
declined and whenever my daughter
is ill, paid sick days allow me to take
care of them without worrying about
my paycheck or job security. Taking
care of yourself and your family should
be a right, not a luxury.

tics are clear – young children get sick
10+ times a year; they are developing
their immune systems. I want to live
in a country that values family and
children. We give lots of lip service to
that notion, but in reality, it falls apart.
We live in a culture of insecurity. Instead of tending to a sick child, we
worry about getting to work, we worry
about the cost of going to the doctor,
we worry about how long the child is
going to be sick, AND worry about the
sick child. It’s too much. How much
can a parent take the 10+ times their
child is sick each year. Let’s start taking back our lives, let’s start guiding
our society toward something we believe in. Let’s stop the wage slavery
that rules our lives. It’s time.

– KELLEY (CO)

“Instead of
tending to a sick
child, we worry
about getting to
work, we worry
about the cost
of going to the
doctor, we worry
about how long
the child is going
to be sick, AND we
worry about the
sick child.”
Kelly, Colorado

– momsrising member (CA)

COLORADO
What kind of a society does not
allow parents to take care of sick children? I mean seriously, what kind of
a culture are we living in? The statis-
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While my partner is in graduate school, I am the sole bread winner in my family. My nonprofit salary
does not allow us to save much for
a rainy day, so having paid time off
when I am sick or my boys are sick
is invaluable to remaining stable in

our home, keeping food on the table,
gas in the car and paying our bills on
time. Last winter, after a series of ear
infections, colds and the flu (and a lot
of sleepless nights), I ended up with
pneumonia. If I had lost the almost
two weeks in wages that I missed
in work, we have literally not been
able to pay our bills. In my work I
meet families everyday who are destabilized by illness as basic as that
or as heart wrenching as newborns
struggling or dying in Intensive Care,
children with leukemia or moms with
breast cancer. These families – those
who do not have paid time off – end
up by the hundreds in our homeless
shelter, in our food bank, and in our
office seeking help with rent or mortgage. This type of crisis is hard on
the parents, but is even harder on the
children, who literally end up at risk
for failure in school and life. Surely,
it would be less expensive to try and
find a way to pay for their days off
when they or their loved one is ill.

– REBECCA (CO)
If I didn’t have paid sick leave,
there would have been many times
during the last 5 years I would have
lost my job, my house and everything else. Being the sole parent for
a young child means lots of illnesses
brought home. My company’s good
leave policy has covered 75% of
those sick days.

– ANNE (CO)
My son recently had to be admitted to the Children’s Hospital burn
unit on a Sunday. My employer does
not offer sick days, instead gives us
vacation to use as we like. I had to
use all my vacation to spend with my
child and therefore had to cancel our
family vacation to Disneyland that we
had been working toward for 2 years.
I asked why he did not offer the opportunity to earn sick days for such
instances as this. He had no good
reason for not offering it except he
thought his employees would abuse
it. As a mom I need that time for my
kids. It is very frustrating. I work 40+
hours and give 110% to my job – I
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feel punished for having to take time
off when my kids are sick and I never
take time off when I am sick – who is
going to pay my bills?? Please help!!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CO)
This last year was really rough
– I don’t think we would have made
it without paid sick days. In September of 2009 Influenza hit our household hard. It was before the shots
were available so there wasn’t much
that could be done. Everyone in our
household was sick over the course
of 2 months – my 8-year-old daughter was sick for two weeks straight,
and I caught it as she was getting
better, causing me to miss even
more work. As the school year went
on, my daughter had a hard time
recovering – she ended up catching every bug that came through the
school, she was sick through the
winter holidays and spring break.
She ended up missing more than 30
days of school, and my husband and
I ended up missing a ton of work to
take care of her. We live on the margin – one step away from losing our
house each month. If either of us
had lost our jobs or part of our paychecks our house would have been
another one of those empty houses
on our block.

– CHRISTINE (CO)
I run my own business – I’m the
boss and employee. If I get sick,
I just have to keep going. When I
gave birth to my daughter, I worked
through labor and worked the day
we came home. I can’t afford sick
days for myself; but all employees
should have access to sick days and
we small businesses need help from
Congress to make that happen.

MomsRising members decorated baby onesies to spread the word about the lack
of paid sick days in many communities.

I have to take PTO whether I am
sick or on vacation. If I am sick it is
considered unscheduled absence. If
you have 8 in one year you can be
fired. I want sick leave back as part
of my benefit.

I earn one sick day a month. Yes
it is a huge help, but even with that
last year, my wife and I used up our
combined sick days, because we both
work in schools (she gets eight a year),
our youngest child is in day care and
our oldest in is elementary school and
so we were exposed to four different
school settings and the bugs they were
percolating. Without the paid days, we
would have been severely impacted financially. I know paid days help from
my own experience.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CO)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CO)

– LESLIE (CO)
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I am a business owner. I feel that paid
sick time is ultimately a wise choice: it
keeps a happy and productive workforce, and cuts down on spreading the
illness to other co-workers. And, honestly we all need to be more “communal” helping each other out however
we can. Making someone choose between caring for their child and getting
paid is cruel.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CO)
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As a child care professional, I see
firsthand the effects of limited sick
leave policies on families. When a
child is sick, someone needs to be
able to stay home and take care of that
child, both for the child himself and the
safety and health of all the children in
his child care center or school. When
parents cannot afford to stay home,
everyone loses. Please consider both
the large and small impact of paid sick
leave policies!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CO)

CONNECTICUT
I need more paid sick days because as a single mom of two children, I struggle to make ends meet. I
work in child care and my two young
children receive care at the same
center. I only receive 3 paid sick days
yearly. Between three people, that is
not nearly enough. When I am forced
to be out for a week or more, I miss
out on a lot of pay. The times this
has happened, I have been forced
to choose between not paying my
whole rent or not having enough food.
Please modify the current policy on
paid sick days! Families everywhere
need this help.

– HOPE (CT)
I work for a hospital and we
have “PTO” days that cover everything from sick to paid time off/vacation days. It’s all in one bank. I have
had issues in the past that because
of time off due to my children being
sick, I have ended up in final warning. I never agreed with it, but I always felt that there is nothing I can
do to change the policies here. After
all, they are the policies! To me, it’s
not fair. I love my work and love my
kids and of course my family comes
first. I never want to give the impression that my work is not important,
but sometimes when I get called in
to my boss’ office, I feel as though he
thinks that. In reality, there is nothing
I can do when my kids are sick but to
stay home and take care of them. I,
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unlike many others, do not have my
mother here to help me with my kids
and I never have. Besides that, no
one wants to care for someone’s sick
child. What can a working mother
do?

– Evelyn (CT)
I am a divorced mother of three children. Sick time is a VERY important
aspect of my life! Not only have I had
a few surgeries myself in the past
couple of years that I used my accrued sick time for, but my daughter
had a baby by cesarean section and
needed some support at the very
same time my own mother was in
the hospital and I was her only emotional and financial support person!
Without sick time I would have literally lost my mind! Working full time
and running every evening to feed
my mom who was paralyzed by a fall
and who laid there waiting for me all
day to visit and spend time with her.
PLEASE consider all the responsibilities we have and please support
sick time for everyone who is already
as STRESSED out as they can be.
Thank you.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CT)
I have Lupus and Protein C Resistance, and my children have autoimmune disorders. When we get sick
it’s a large issue. Children who have
parents that work and can’t keep
them home when ill, put my children
at risk. Please help them and us by
paying for sick days!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CT)
Paid sick and personal days have
helped me tremendously. I’m a high
school teacher who gets 15 sick
and 6 personal days a year. When
my youngest was diagnosed at age
3 with a chromosomal disorder, my
school district allowed me to take the
remaining semester off and return
part-time 2nd semester; I have had a
part-time teaching load at the same
high school for 3 years now. With 3
young boys and a husband who is a
social worker, we are a germ factory.

In addition, my youngest must see
over a dozen specialists on a regular basis and I have my own chronic
asthma and allergy problems that
predispose me to various complications. My principal, superintendant
and coworkers have been incredibly supportive. In addition, no one
has questioned me, said or done
anything to make me feel guilty. In
fact, they have had only encouraging
words to relieve my working-mom
guilt and have gone above and beyond to assist me during frequent
and/or prolonged absences that are
truly out of my control. Not only have
I been blessed with the paid leave
time I need, but also the support of
administrators and coworkers who
understand the demands and priorities and guilt of working parents. I still
think all women should get 6 months
of paid leave after having or adopting
a baby, but until that time, I wish everyone could benefit from a situation
similar to mine.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CT)
I am a single mother with no child
care for sick children. I have to make
elaborate arrangements if either of
my 2 daughters stays home from
school.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (CT)

DELAWARE
I’ve been fortunate enough to
have had paid sick days for most, not
all, of my working life. But I do have
family who have worked hard all their
lives without paid benefits or paid
leave, so they work when they are sick.
That’s not good for anyone, it’s not fair,
and it doesn’t make sense to me that
we don’t do better in this country...
another example of the imbalance between rich and (working) poor.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (DE)
Why is it that we cannot figure out,
like the rest of the industrialized world,
how to create policy that actually
would help families be productive?
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How is it that due to the lack of policies like paid sick leave and parental
leave, I cannot afford to work? America is way behind in this area, and I am
not quite sure what our return on this
lack of investment really is.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (DE)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
When I was a single mom with two
children, I had no choice but to stay
at home with them if one got sick. I
was blessed to have paid sick leave
of up to three days. But what would
happen if my child happens to be
sick for more than three days? Without that income I would be without
adequate funds to run a household
with a budget that was already being
stretched to the limit to take care of
three people. Thank God I never was
forced to go over the three day limit.

– Francine (DC)
I had to go to work sick. I was still
very ill after having suffered a stroke.
I had to tough it out on narcotic pain
killers and willpower in order to keep
my health insurance that I desperately needed! I’ve had to take my sick
children to work because I was on 35
hours per week without benefits. I
could take off, but I wouldn’t get paid.
Ironically, I took less time off than the
childless employees because I have
mouths to feed!

– LISA (DC)
I am a professor. Although my own
daughter is an adult now, there are issues here for everyone. It has been
customary where I teach for some
profs to bring sick children to work
with them – thus exposing anyone
who walks into their offices. We also
need to set an example to the next
generation of workers (our current
students) that going to work ill is not
a good idea and is in many ways unethical. This takes a change in our
entire work culture and work ethic,
apparently.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (DC)
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Wisconsin MomsRising members decorate “Sick or Treat” packets for policy makers.

FLORIDA
At the courthouse where I work,
every time a woman took a day off they
were harassed. We finally had to apply
for intermittent FMLA (Family Leave
Act) to protect ourselves. When there
was a huge layoff in June, 2009, guess
who got laid off. Mainly all women on
Intermittent FMLA!

to pay for Federal employee’s sick
pay. No one should ever be fired for
legitimately being out sick or for family emergency situations. This again
should be a Federal law that covers
both the government employee’s and
civilians. We have to stop this dual
standard of treating Federal employees better than the general public. All
should be treated on an equal basis.

– Susan (FL)

– ROBERT (FL)

Paid sick leave is imperative for
everyone, not just those with small
children. Without my paid sick leave
I couldn’t tend to my grandmother
when she’s ailing and when medical care is needed, not to mention
my 18-year-old daughter and myself.
With the blessing of paid sick leave I
can be with my loved ones when they
truly need the care and am able to stay
at home when I’m ill and not infect everyone at work. Paid sick leave should
be mandatory.

My son is now 31 years old. I raised
him as a single parent from the time
he was seven. During that time, I was
not allowed to take time off if he was
sick and couldn’t go to school. There
were times I had to take him to work
with me and caught hell for it from the
boss. I had no one to leave him with
and since he was sick, he couldn’t
be in school. What’s a parent to do? I
cannot begin to tell how much money
was lost or how many jobs I lost because I was a single parent who had
no choice but to stay home when my
son was sick. Employers didn’t care
then and I’m sorry to say, a majority of
them don’t care now. I see it happen
all the time.

– Sonia (FL)
Federal employees get paid
sick days and civilians do not. Since
the tax payers pay for the salaries of
our government employees it stands
to reason that thousands of taxpayers do not get sick pay but they have

– JOANNE (FL)
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As a single mother with a 4-yearold child, I had no choice but to call
in to my boss at the car dealership
and tell him I was unable to come to
work the day she woke up with a fever
of 104. I took her to the doctor and
got the requisite prescriptions to treat
what turned out to be a strep infection, but couldn’t bring her back to
daycare for the rest of the week. My
manager told me that unless I could
return to work within 72 hours not to
come back at all. I was terminated because I was on the job less than the
amount of time necessary to qualify
for FMLA.

– Monica (FL)
I had strep throat for over two
months but didn’t know it. I was taking all kinds of herbal remedies and
over the counter medications because
I didn’t have enough time off to go to
the doctor. The time I did have off I
had to use to take the kids to the doctor. It finally caught up with me and I
was nearly hospitalized with a massive infection throughout my body! My
kidneys were struggling, my sinuses
and ears were infected, the strep was
everywhere. I had a 102 degree fever
for over 48 hours!! One paid sick day
and I could have avoided that!

– Jessica (FL)
I do earn paid sick days, by the
hour, 5 hours a month. I am salaried
employee that works in, of all things,
health care. The facility I work for has
enforced an attendance policy that
you cannot be out sick for more than 6
days a year, or result in remand, which
then can lead to termination. Now this
is unrealistic, as 6 days can barely
cover a flu for one person, let alone if
you are a Mom or Dad of a sick child.
I have had to leave my sick children at
home alone many times, and call constantly to check on them, and when
they were younger, my elder mother
had to watch them. They now would
like us to file for Family Medical Leave,
if we feel that an illness will result in
more the 6 a year to protect our jobs.
This is an abuse of the system. We
work with sick patients, and have to
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return to work, sick, due to this ridiculous policy. Although I am fortunate to
have some sick time, it is unreasonable sick coverage. Companies need
to be looked at and scrutinized on
sick leave and sick day policies. Just
a side note, I have been remanded
for taking more than my 6 days, and
am now on FMLA, just to keep me for
losing my job, which does not cover if
one of my children become sick.

without a doctor’s note, my daughter
is afraid to let my granddaughter go
swimming! (My granddaughter’s still
learning to swim, and at times forgets
not to take a breath underwater, which
causes a cough for the next couple of
days). After 3 years of living with us
they are finally on their own, but for
how long? One illness is all it takes to
get behind on rent, starting the quick
decline into homelessness.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (FL)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (FL)

I get four hours of sick leave every
two weeks. This is not a ton of leave,
but it helps when my two babies get
sick and I get those calls from daycare
when I have to pick them up. Four
hours a pay period is not unreasonable; and I personally think that it adds
to less turn over for companies who
have a high turnover. Also, employee
morale; which is the foundation to any
successful company. Sick leave to me
is an invitation from my job that says
here you take care of you and your
family when you need it!

Paid sick days are so important
to me especially being a single mom.
Without them it will be hard for me to
make ends meet, as I do sometimes
with a full pay check. Raising a special needs child, it is so important to
be able to take time off and get paid
and tend to him when he can’t be in
school.

– Autumn (FL)
Due to the economy, I am a salaried employee however in the last
few months, my employer has taken
all our sick time away from us. We
only have paid vacation time and that
was left at 10 days per year. If I don’t
come in, after 10 days, it gets deducted from my pay. They only pay
for 50% of our health insurance and
that’s up to $1,500 deductible per
member. We have no retirement or
future investments. I have worked for
them for 13 years and have nothing to
retire on and as of recent no paid sick
time. They also told us that we can’t
make it up.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (FL)
I don’t know how I would have
survived as a single parent without
paid sick time, and even then I received warning notices several times
for taking too much time off from work
for family illness. My daughter has no
paid sick time, and now that daycare
won’t take kids if they have a cough

– Octavia (FL)
As a single mother I am the sole
supporter of my household. I would
get paid if “I” were to get sick, but if
my child were to get ill I would not get
paid for it. I would have to take off to
care for my child or leave him home
alone as I don’t have a support system!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (FL)
As a part-time worker, I have no
sick days or any paid time off days for
that matter. I am supposed to be able
to manage my time around my other
commitments. Nice work if you can
get it. In reality, the kids always manage to get sick on days that I work
and always at the last minute. My
spouse works too, so my colleagues
with benefits cover for me and get
paid extra while my pay gets docked.
As for me getting sick, I do not have
time for that and hope my illnesses
strike on a Friday night – right before
the weekend.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (FL)
I am a stay-at-home mom, but
recently had a medical issue that
meant I had to rely on my husband,
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the primary and only income source
to help with the children – translation: missing work. This caused immense strain on him and our marriage. We were lucky to have family
eventually help ease that burden.
This is an issue that Americans
MUST fight for, the flu just one of
the reasons why.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (FL)

GEORGIA
As a former hospice social worker I came down with breast cancer.
Due to another major health problem, I could not take chemo and so
had the maximum x-ray treatment
available. I ended up with three thirddegree burns and could not work for
over 2 months. Without having paid
sick days I would have gone under. I
also would not have had a job to return to.

– Lynn (GA)
Dear Members of Congress, Our
children are adults now, but when
they were young enough to go to preschool, kindergarten, and elementary
school, if it had not been for earned
paid sick days, I would have needed
to lose a day’s pay or however many
days were required, or pay someone
else to care for my children (plus day
care) when they became ill. As you
are aware, the schools and day care
establishments will not allow the children to come to school and stay if
they have a fever or contagious disease. I thank God that I have had employers who provided me with earned
paid sick days that I could use to be
away from work when I or my children were ill. We have a 9 year-old
grandson, and our daughter (who
lives out of state) has been in the situation where she had no earned paid
sick days. She is a single parent and
it was very devastating for her to try
to find a neighbor or one of our relatives to take care of our grandson so
that she could go to work and provide for herself and her son. Thank
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In the industries
that employ the
most women –
retail trade and
accommodations/
food service –
almost

9 million
women lack
paid sick
days.
Institute for Women’s Policy Research, Women and
Paid Sick Days: Crucial for Family Well Being, 2007

God she is blessed now to have employment where she has earned paid
sick days. On another issue, my 84
year-old mother-in-law currently resides with our family. She has osteoporosis, RA, and has various other
ailments. She is well enough to stay
at home alone during the day with my
husband and I checking on her via
the phone frequently, but should she
become seriously ill, I would need to

stay at home with her or be available
to take her to the doctor for appointments, etc. If there were no earned
paid sick days, I would again need to
be off without pay. My husband and
I are “baby boomers” and many others who are in our age bracket are
obligated to care for elderly parents
and in-laws. I feel sure that many of
us would be devastated if we had no
earned paid sick days to use should
we need to be away from work to
care for our parents or other elderly
relatives, since adult day care in the
home is so outrageously expensive.
As our legislators who represent and
speak for us in Congress, we ask that
you please help assure earned paid
sick days are provided. Thank you!!

– Linda (GA)
Even with a lenient employer, you
still need to figure out when you can
stay home with the sick child and
when you need to do the unmotherly-like thing and take your child to a
grandparent, aunt, or the like. Do
you go a day without pay? CAN you
go a day without pay?

– Jennie (GA)
As a single mom, having paid
sick days are as much a benefit as
dental and vision. My two and a half
year old daughter had a major problem with ear infections almost every
month since she was four months old
all the way up until she was two. So
there were nonstop doctor’s appointments, and she wound up having to
have surgery to get tubes in her ears
3 different times. Had I not had sick
days to cover all of those times and
appointments, my daughter very well
may have lost most of her hearing
because I would not of been able
to afford taking the time off of work
to get her the proper care. Paid sick
days should absolutely be mandatory across the board for all workers,
regardless of pay-scale or working
status.

– KRIS (GA)
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I have been fortunate to not only
have good health but also paid sick
leave – approximately 10 per year. I
am astounded to learn that almost
half of workers aren’t allowed to earn a
single paid sick day – how in the world
do they handle sickness? With medical care already costing so much, it
is adding insult to injury by docking a
person’s wages who has to stay home
for illness.

– Sheryl (GA)
I work at a community center as
programs coordinator, including an after-school program. My hours depend
on funding, and benefits do not apply
to me. In spring of 2009, I contracted
a particularly nasty strain of strep
throat which my doctor said I probably caught from a child whose parent
didn’t keep them home. I wound up in
the ER, off work for a week, with no
sick days and no insurance. It amazes me that people who expect me to
vote for them so they can continue
their lifestyle (which far exceeds mine)
never take a minute to consider what
my lifestyle even is. Basically, if I don’t
work, I don’t get paid. And if I don’t get
paid, I can’t pay rent. Such a simple
equation, but the politicians just don’t
seem to get it.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (GA)
I am presently sitting across from
a sick co-worker. Every time he gets
sick, I get sick. He’s sick often and
says that he can’t afford to stay off
from work. I can’t afford to stay off
from work either. But, I will use my vacation time or just stay home to keep
from making my other co-workers sick.
Not to mention, I can’t function at work
if I am sick.

– Cynthia (GA)
I have lost several jobs because of
not having “sick days”. It seems as
soon as you become a mother, you
become a plague in the work force.
With no sick days you might as well
just stay at home and forget about
working. Even when an employer
gives you sick days, they are never
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enough, especially when your child is
sick. Schools and day cares do not
want them there and employers frown
at you when you need leave work.
Employers have no respect for family
these days. Yes this is a right-to-work
state; however, that was just a fancy
name for “help us cover up the discrimination in our work force”. Without sick days, I have gone to work sick
and lost everything I owned because I
lost so many jobs. I even had to give
my kids up to another family member
for over a year until I found a new job
and home. Now that I have sick days (6
a year), they are gone before the summer is out, forcing me to take vaca-

“I have lost several
jobs because of
not having “sick
days.” It seems as
soon as you
become a mother,
you become a
plague in the work
force.”
Jeannie, Georgia

tion days for any of my appointments.
Thus, no vacations for me, just piled
on stress. Hell, I am surprised I haven’t
already lost this job. I think they keep
me around because my children are
older now... how pathetic! The value
of my family through the employer/
government’s eyes.

– Jeannie (GA)
Luckily my husband and I have
always worked where we had paid
sick days and/or vacation days that we
could use to be home with our children
when they needed us. Some of the
things kids can catch such as chicken
pox or surgeries for ear problems can

keep them home for a week or more.
I hadn’t even realized that some business didn’t offer this to their employees
until I received your email. It is scary
enough to be a parent. I can’t even
imagine having to worry about not getting paid when my children were sick
and needed me.

– Margaret (GA)

HAWAII
Paid sick leave has improved my
life by giving me more self esteem by
allowing me this benefit. When I’m really feeling bad, I am at ease knowing
that I am not coming into the office
spreading my germs to others and
knowing my position is not on the line.
It allows me to relax, get well, completely heal, and not feel anxiety or
stress because of my absence. My coworker had cared for her cancer ridden
mother for 3 years and could not afford
to have virus germs around her in order for her to remain healthy enough
to work her shift then another full time
job caring for her mom at home. This
pay allowed me to make it better for
the atmosphere and morale on the job
site and helped my co-worker stay well
and care for her mother daily. We also
share a phone because we are the office operators. By wiping our phones
with antibacterial wipes and staying
home when we are ill (especially coughing) it’s a better work relationship for
us all. Please help one-parent homes
especially be able to have this benefit
so they can be worry free to care for
their children and live in the best way
possible. Too much stress and worry
make for down-trodden people feeling
hopeless and helpless.

– SUE (HI)
I am a part time worker and do not
receive sick days. Thank goodness
my boss is flexible and allows me to
make up hours if missed. If I were to
work for another boss in the same
system I would just be out of pay with
no possibility to make up hours.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (HI)
MomsRising.org

Although I am lucky and can take
paid leave when I, myself, am sick the
atmosphere is such that I have to be
really sick before I do it. And I would
be very uncomfortable taking sick
leave for my child’s illness. Not only
do we need paid sick leave for every
American worker, we need a culture
that acknowledges the benefit of not
exposing your fellow workers (or your
kid’s classmates and teachers) when
sickness strikes.

because the parents work low-paying
unskilled jobs to support their families and do not have paid sick time.
This lack of flexibility has dire consequences for the children.

– Kate (IL)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (HI)

IDAHO
I am 62 years of age. Fortunately all
my life I have had paid sick leave.
About 14 years ago I used about 30
days of accumulated leave to care
for my dying parents. If I did not
have this I would have lost about one
month’s wages. I know people who
are working are doing their best to
make ends meet. Then they have an
illness in their family and must take
time off without pay. Some are even
penalized for it. This should be law
that companies must provide their
employees at least one day each
month (can accumulate to maybe 90
days max) for sick leave to care for
ill members of their families or themselves. I have always been permitted 90 total accumulated sick leave
days and believe me when I needed
30 of them it helped.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (ID)
Oh yes. I have 2 kids at home,
and if they are sick I get the “Well,
come in if they are feeling better,”...
the same goes if I am sick. I work
in healthcare and it doesn’t matter
how sick I am or my kids are; they
want me there. What they don’t realize is if I come in sick or with my kids
sick, not only am I running thin, but
I am spreading diseases rather than
keeping it quarantined. It’s ridiculous
this hasn’t already been addressed
with all that’s been happening with
the swine flu

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (ID)
MomsRising.org

MomsRising member Dez Rosado and
Senator Christopher Dodd (D-CT). Dez
came to Washington to testify before
the U. S. Senate about the need for a
national standard for paid sick days.

ILLINOIS
I am the mother of a 26-year-old
daughter with a blood disorder disability; I am also co-parenting with my
other daughter to raise my 8-year-old
grandson. Both my disabled daughter
and grandson fall into the high risk
category for H1N1 and neither my
healthy daughter nor I will receive sick
pay to care for them in the event that
they become ill. We need sick leave
pay!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
A family member with migraines
had no sick days. Her fear of losing her
job resulted in her being hospitalized
for depression. She lost her income
during the two months, compounding
her anxiety and ability to recover

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
I am a clinical social worker specializing in children’s mental health. I
work with many parents who cannot
take time to be with their children,
participate in therapy sessions, etc.
when their children are in severe crisis. Including when their children are
suicidal, in psychiatric hospitals, etc.,

Paid sick days have helped our
family in the past. Last year I was diagnosed with Anaplastic Astrocytoma, a stage 3 brain tumor. If my husband didn’t have paid sick leave, we
would not have been able to financially make it. He needed to be off work
to take care of me and our 6-year-old
daughter before during and after my
surgery. For 1 and 1/2 months, Monday through Friday, he drove me 1.5
hours each way to receive radiation
treatments. I was too tired, and with
the risk of seizures, I could not drive it
myself. Without paid sick days and an
understanding work situation, there is
no way we would have been able to
get through the toughest year of my
life.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
I have earned sick days. In my
career I have had 4 major surgeries.
Without paid sick days I would have
not been able to take off from work
to have any of the surgeries. My family and I would have had to endure a
financial hardship. I always treated
the privilege of these days as though
they were money in the bank. I saved
them and only used them when necessary. When I retire they can and will
be counted into my retirement. I had
peace of mind because I was able to
plan absences for health reasons.

– LOIS (IL)
Working as a waitress, I often had
to go to work sick because I couldn’t
afford to take the time off, and because taking time off with an illness
was frowned upon. Do you really want
the person handling your food working with a hacking cough, and a 102
degree fever? Doesn’t sound very appetizing to me!

– JESSICA (IL)
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I’m a single mom with a 2 year old
in daycare. I live paycheck to paycheck and my job offers nothing in
the way of paid sick leave. I still have
to pay for daycare even for the days
she’s sick. So at the end of the day,
I’ll come out negative if she falls ill.
I’m on pins and needles over what’s
going on with the H1N1. What am I
going to do if she falls ill?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
Having paid sick days would have
helped me tremendously when I was
an hourly employee. Not having them
meant that I had to postpone taking
my kids to the doctor until Saturday
openings were available. One time,
not having paid sick days resulted in
my daughter having a serious ear infection, which ultimately affected her
hearing. At the time I was barely making ends meet and could not afford to
take a day off to take her to the doctor. She started complaining of ear
pain on a Thursday, but did not have
a high fever. I scheduled an appointment with her doctor for the following Saturday. By Friday evening, we
were in the ER because her ear drum
burst and her ear was leaking fluid.
This is just one story that describes
how badly I needed paid sick days
at work, and didn’t have them. I was
working 35 hours per week, which
was not considered full time at that
company. Therefore, I had no benefits at all, including no paid sick days.
My commute to and from work was
an hour and a half. That left me with
no time to take my kids to the doctor
during the weekdays. I tried to reserve taking days off for emergencies
only, and when you have kids, sometimes emergencies happen. Like the
time my daughter tripped down the
stairs and put her hand through the
glass panel on the front door, on her
way to school in the morning.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
I am a former Federal employee who
earned and prudently used sick leave
from Day 1. Accumulated sick leave
enabled me to get to every pre-natal
visit I needed to; stay home (and not
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infect my co-workers) when I was ill;
stay home for 10 or more weeks after each of my 4 C-Sections; take my
kids to the doctor for check-ups, flu
shots, and when they were sick; and
attend my beloved grandmother’s funeral – all without worrying about a
loss of pay or of my job. Every employee should have the same opportunities afforded Federal employees.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
As an HR professional, I see it as
imperative that we allow employees
some paid sick days. We must acknowledge that, as a normal course
of life, we find ourselves or members
of our family becoming ill. To award
paid sick days is a small concession
to keeping employee morale high
and the workplace healthier.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)

While some
cities and states
are addressing
paid sick days,
illness – and
especially
pandemics like
the H1N1 flu –
don’t have
geographic
boundaries. We
need a national
paid sick days
standard to
protect all
working people.

I have no paid sick days. I have
two children. Their eating, wearing
clothes, and general welfare depends
on whether or not I get paid. I went
to work sick. I work with small children and the elderly, two populations
with compromised immune systems.
I have honestly no idea whether or
not I passed anything on. If I had had
a choice, I would have stayed home
for one day, and gotten better, rather
than having an illness that dragged
on for three months. I am lucky. I
wish I was luckier.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
As the mother of three I am fortunate enough to be salaried and
allowed sick days with pay. I can’t
imagine how we’d have survived
without that benefit! My oldest started school last year and missed close
to 20 days due to various contagious
things such as strep, pink eye, and
misc. fevers, etc.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
As a family therapist I know how
paid sick days will help my clients.
So much of the physical and emotional symptoms I see in my office
are related to the stress of managing
family life in these tough times. Sick
children and loss of pay is another
problem that we as the “extended
village” can help our neighbors.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
Paid sick days have been of the
utmost importance to my family. With
two small children who are sick on
a regular basis (although, thankfully,
much less than other children), I am
able to stay home with them when
necessary without fear of losing my
job or my benefits. How unfair that
the vast majority of working moms
do not have this benefit. Why is the
U.S. so far behind other industrialized countries? Paid sick days are
not a choice – they are a necessity.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)
Without paid sick days, there
would have been absolutely no way
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to earn any sort of income during my
maternity leave. Primarily because
the U.S. has such a poor FMLA/maternity leave program, I was forced to
save up all of my vacation and sick
time to have some sort of an income
while on maternity leave with both
of my children. Having used up all
this time, there was no safety net
of paid days off when I returned to
work should me or my child be sick
and have to see a doctor.

– JESSICA (IL)
I am one of the lucky working
moms who do have 7 paid sick
days a year, especially since I have
four young children at home and
from my experience when one of
the kids picks up something from
school it ends up going through
our entire family. Since I do have
sick time at work I am able to take
time off of work to take my children
to the doctor and also keep them
out of school to prevent them from
spreading sickness to other children. This is a basic protection that
all parents need to raise happy and
healthy children and not be worried
about the consequences of losing
their job!!!

– AMY (IL)
I think it is important to have adequate sick time because mothers
should not have to feel guilty when
they need to take time off to stay at
home with an ill or injured child. The
way my institution works, I only get
a certain amount of time each pay
period that can be used as sick, paid
leave or vacation time. The problem
is it also is used as funeral time or
basically any emergency. So here is
a rundown of my last 2 years: I had
spinal cord compression and had
surgery 2 years ago. I was 38 years
old then. I had a 9 year old and 12
year old then. I was off for 4 months
and ran my paid leave dry. My institution would not give me short term
disability because it was an injury
that was pre-diagnosed (ridiculous)
so I was forced back to work earlier
than planned. Since then I have nev-
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A MomsRising member and her children decorate plates to educate state leaders
about the need for paid sick days.

er built my paid-leave bank back up
due to children’s illnesses, etc. My
daughter since has required 2 surgeries of her own that required time
off. In the last 9 months my husband
lost both his parents and we traveled twice to Ohio for funerals. Then,
immediately following the death of
his mother in April my grandmother
(91 years old) fell and broke her hip
and I needed to go home to Ohio as
she was in ICU for a week and my
mother is disabled as well. She can
not handle that alone. Then in May
I had to go back to Ohio, when my
grandmother went home on hospice
(I am a nurse) so that I could care for
my grandmother until she passed.
Those two weeks were completely without pay because again my
paid leave was used up due to the
screwed up manner in which my institution bottles all our hours together in one “bank.” So, currently I have
NO vacation time, NO sick time, and
NO paid leave time whatsoever. I find
this ridiculous. I get 6 hours a pay
period, every 2 weeks, no overtime
allowed. I am grossly underpaid as
an oncology nurse. Very frustrating.
I have gone to work several times ill

because I do not have paid leave. I
will stay at home though and not get
paid if my children need me.

– KATHY (IL)
I am very fortunate to work in the
professional world and I do have the
ability to stay home when needed. Although that is true I am always concerned it could be held against me
and be the first when riffs occur. I did
not have this option when I worked
in retail as a non professional and a
missed day’s work means a missed
day pay. My daughter is in restaurant
management and she does not have
paid time off when her children are
sick. They stay home with their aunt
or someone not in the work force.
Working mothers have the most difficult jobs. We want to be there for our
children but we also want to be there
for our employers.

– S (IL)
My husband works for a municipality and has great benefits yet if
he uses a sick day it is written up as a
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negative on his annual review for taking a sick day and it is used against
him in computing what his raise will
be. This is not right. You are given the
benefit of sick days but if you take
them they hold it against you. This
has been going on for years. Vacation days are also a benefit and
they don’t hold it against you if you
take them. Why is it different for sick
days? Last year he had one sick day
used and it counted against him on
his review. He doesn’t stay home for
just anything. He was in the emergency room that day with a serious
kidney problem. In the 15+ years he
has worked there he has never taken
off more than 2 sick days a year. He
doesn’t take off just to have fun as
others he works with do, but he is
still penalized. Our systems have to
change across all jobs and the loop
holes for employers not giving medical insurance or sick day benefits has
to change.

– Patricia (IL)
With this economy my husband
was laid off and therefore I am the
sole provider. I have gone to work with
bronchitis jeopardizing the rest of the
team I work with because of my corporate position. I’d like to stay home
allowing me to recuperate faster but
I’m afraid we will lose what we have
because my job is so strict. Please,
allow us to take a day or when absolutely needed. Unfortunately I know
there’s those that take advantage but
please don’t allow them to ruin it for
us, who work incredibly hard and are
supporting our families. Thank you.

– Ivelisse (IL)
In early 2009 my 1-year-old son
was diagnosed with severe asthma.
Then he got H1N1 flu and never fully
recovered. I’ve been with my company for over 5 years. I was pretty much
penalized for taking time off to take
care of my son. My boss was asking
if my husband could take care of my
son so I could come to work. I was
off of work often not knowing what
was triggering the asthma symptoms.
Long story short... my time was very
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the school and the cycle continues.
Parents should be able to earn and
use sick days to care for their sick
children. This would help lessen the
spread of disease and keep the rest
of us healthier! Ironically, I have
paid sick leave, yet teachers at my
school get scolded by our principal
when we use them.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IL)

limited because I am a full time employee, student, wife and mom. It
was difficult getting my son to the
doctor during the week because of
mainly my job which required me to
be there. We are only allowed 4 sick
days a year. I ended up being written up and my job was in jeopardy for
going over my sick days and vacation
time mainly due to my son’s illness.
Currently, my son’s (now 2 years old)
asthma is under control because I
did sacrifice to get him to an allergist
and found out what kept his asthma
at its peak. He is basically almost allergic to everything. Wheat, corn, oat,
eggs, pollen, grass... I’m just about
over my 90 day probation but I would
do it again if my son was to become
that ill (God forbid). The next though
I would have to take an unpaid leave
of absence until I feel he is better.

– Wendy (IL)
As a teacher I am exposed to
so many sick children whose parents have sent them to school because they do not have paid sick
days. The children frequently are in
no condition to be at school, with
headaches, stomachaches, fevers
or leaving the room quickly to vomit.
The germs are passed throughout

I am extremely lucky to be in a
profession where paid sick days are
possible, but I work with someone
whose husband was diagnosed with
leukemia, and she has been out for
months because of that. My sister
is nursing her older son through
psychiatric problems, and that is an
open-ended sort of problem. It is
imperative that we have paid sick
leave for all, with some guarantee
of a job thereafter, so that these
people – and I, too, if need be – can
care for our families without the severe penalty of losing one’s job!

– Rosemary (IL)

INDIANA
My husband is union and has fewer days to take off than I currently do.
However I am the primary bread winner, and right now, am provided paid
sick days. If they were to take that
away from me I would be unable to
take days off to take care of myself or
my kids when they are sick and then
we would be put in a financial crisis.
These days really help us stay afloat
when sickness is unavoidable.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IN)
I work at an IT Help Desk at a
university, so I have a lot of contact
with the campus community and the
local public. When my daughter or I
are sick, I am able to take a sick day.
This is in the best interest of the general campus community, as taking a
sick day helps prevent the spread of
the germs to others. This means that
students don’t have to interrupt their
education, whether it’s because the
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students are sick, the professors are
ill, or the support staff are ill. I am lucky
that my employer provides sick days,
but I know not all employers provide
this benefit. All employers should be
required to provide sick days, for the
greater benefit of more people.

– BECKY (IN)
I have a really good job that offers
some great benefits. But I did not always have this job and all the others
did not offer any types of benefits. I
was slowly killing myself trying to
make up for the time lost or trying to
make up the money lost when I was
sick, caring for a sick child or had
to run my baby to doctor’s appointments, etc. Having a realistic amount
of paid sick days a year is really important to regular American families.

“I am a divorced
single mother of
two and I do not
receive sick pay
(I work in a
pharmacy!) I
am one of those
mothers who feeds
her children fever
reducer and sends
them to school
because I
cannot afford to
miss work.”

– Manetric (IN)
When I was working, there were no
paid sick days. I had to go to work
sick, and my children had to go to
school sick, too. I am sure that we
infected many others, but every penny my husband and I made was used
to pay bills. Never was there anything
left for the next month. If we had had
paid sick days, fewer people would
have gotten sick then, and we probably would all have fewer chronic illnesses now.

– MaryJo (IN)
I have paid sick days at my job. I
work for a local university. Recently
my mother had elective surgery that
went bad and her right leg had to
be amputated to save her life. We
couldn’t afford to have her rehabilitate in a nursing home. So, I stayed
with her in her home 24 hours a day
7 days a week until she was better.
I filled out the FMLA papers through
my human resources office and used
my sick days and my vacation time
to cover myself. If I didn’t have those
days we don’t know what we would
have done – well, my mom would
have had several catastrophic medical bills. This way we were able avoid
that and keep her in her home where
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MomsRising Member,
Kansas

she felt safe and secure. We had
nurses come in and change her bandages and monitor her health. I think
that all workers need paid sick days,
especially workers with little children
and/or elderly parents to care for. You
never know when a family member
will be involved in an automobile accident or become gravely ill at a moment’s notice. I hope I never have to
choose between deciding if I should
work or spend precious moments
with a loved one on his or her deathbed or recuperating from surgery. I
am fortunate. But, so many workers
in this supposedly great country of
ours are not. They are cut off from resources to live a great quality life. Our
leaders in Washington D.C. are not
in touch with their constituents who
have voted them in. But, then there is
that nice thick lining filled with corporate money insulating them from us.
They have great healthcare, do not
pay into the social security system,
and have lifetime retirement benefits
all at our cost the taxpayer. God bless
America?

– SUSIE (IN)

I am a high school teacher and I
have paid sick days for myself and
my family. My husband works in the
construction industry and does not
get paid if he stays home when he’s
sick. Because of this situation, whenever one of our children is sick, I am
the one who stays home with them.
We lose money if my husband stays
home. If he could stay home with
our sick kids and still get paid, we
would alternate days. I hate missing
days teaching my students when I’m
healthy, but we can’t afford for him to
miss any opportunity to make money. The economy has hit construction
workers hard and he needs all the
hours he can get.

– LISA (IN)
I have worked jobs that had no
benefits and no sick days and when
you lose money because you are unable to work it affects your whole life.
You can’t pay the bills and then you
are behind on payments because of
missed income. I now have paid sick
days and they have been advanced
to me and I have been able to draw
my income without fail. This has
enabled me to miss work and stay
home when I am not at my best. I had
a major illness and needed time off
and was able to have that time within
the company I work for now.

– Samara (IN)
I have no choice but to stay home
with my child when she is sick which
puts both my job security and my
ability to provide for us and keep a
roof over our head or the utilities on
at risk.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IN)
I am a mother of three who makes
$12 hour as a graduate student, I am
also physically disabled. ANY missed
time from work results in loss of income, therefore my children HAVE to
go to school unless violently ill and I
HAVE to go to work even when VERY
ill. We must support the working fam-
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ilies of this country by making health
care available to ALL (none of the kids
have coverage, too expensive to add
to my student coverage) and providing PAID time off for SICK days.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IN)

IOWA
We are SO fortunate to have paid
sick days for me and my husband.
I am terribly worried about the families who do not have this benefit from
their employers. Not only will they
lose income when they stay home
with sick children, they often risk losing their jobs. Also, as the mom of a
pre-schooler, I don’t want her in daycare with seriously ill children who
are sharing their illness with all of the
other kids. Parents should not have
to face these kinds of impossible
choices. We need mandatory sick
days for ALL.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IA)
I have 3 children and I do have paid
sick leave. I do not know how I would
keep my job without them. I believe
this is something that an employee
should expect from their employer not
beg and plead to get.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IA)
I work weekend package at a
hospital where sick days aren’t provided. A lot of us either end up going
to work sick (who is that helping?) or
the single moms end up leaving sick
children in the care of a family member.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IA)
I am a retired educator. I was fortunate to have paid sick days which enabled me to stay home if my children
were ill. At school, daily I encountered
students who were sent to school
sick and those who were sent back
to school too soon after being absent
due to illness. It saddened me to see
children who obviously didn’t feel well
struggling as they tried to get through
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the day. At the same time I was irritated that sick children were exposing
the other students and staff to their illnesses. While I support making paid
sick days mandatory for all, I fear that
parents will not use them unless there
are more safeguards to prevent “silent
recrimination” by employers who resent their absences.

not have helped out when needed by
my family. Family is important and the
availability of sick leave to use when
someone is ill and needing that care,
when others are not available it imperative to keeping families financially
healthy.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (IA)

No one wants to get sick but it
happens. When it does you would
not want to have to be concerned if
you can pay the bills or not. That is
why pay sick leave is so important. If
you are the only family member who
is working this could be a major hardship. It is a great benefit and if you are
able to get it you feel and get better
faster.

KANSAS
The past few years I have used
my sick leave to take care of my ailing mother, who died last year. At the
same time my daughter was going
through a difficult pregnancy and on
full bed rest then delivered 2.5 months
early. If I did not have sick leave to
draw from I would have been without
pay for a number of months or could

1 in 6
workers report
that they or a
family member
have been fired,
disciplined,
written up or
threatened with
being fired for
taking time off
due to illness or

– DEAN (KS)

– Mary (KS)
We are retired and sick days
would not help us personally; however, we live in a for-profit retirement
community and think it imperative
that those taking care of us should
have sick days.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER
I am a divorced single mother of two
and I do not receive sick pay (I work
in a pharmacy!) I am one of those
mothers who feeds her children fever
reducer and sends them to school
because I cannot afford to miss work.
What vacation days I do have are used
for days they are truly ill, orthodontist
appointments, etc. Any days missed
over 14 days per year is non-paid.
Why is this a concern for so many of
us – who will take care of the children
if they are sick? Why should I have to
wonder if the bills will be paid if an unexpected illness arises?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (KS)

to care for a sick
relative.
National Opinion Research Center at the University of
Chicago for the Public Welfare Foundation, Paid Sick
Days: A basic labor standard for the 21st century”
August 2009

KENTUCKY
I work for a company that is not
the least family friendly. We get points
for attendance if we are out. Even
with a Doctor’s note. I have a son
with Down Syndrome. He has lots of
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appointments. I have to use up my
points if HR does not approve the
FMLA. Which most of the time they
don’t. When I am sick I can’t take off
because I can’t afford the points. If
we had sick days I could take time off
when I am sick.

– Dena (KY)
My daughter and I were just
talking about how important paid
sick leave is. My 9-year-old grandson broke his arm. Because of her
sick leave, my daughter could take
off work on Monday to take him to
get the cast on. Now he’s back at
day camp, my daughter is at work,
and all’s well.

– Rebecca (KY)
Being a mom means having to
stay home when you are sick AND
when you’re kids are sick. Without
paid sick days, this would be nearly
impossible. Since I have no choice
but to stay home with my kids, I have
chosen to go to work when I am sick,
spreading my germs throughout my
workplace and making everyone
sick. I don’t understand why this
would be preferable.

– Jesse (KY)
Paid sick days would help tremendously. My husband’s job took
his sick days, vacation and paid
holidays away by merely changing the amount of hours needed to
have those benefits. They did this
to him after 10 years of faithful service to that company. And still he
works there because he has to. Jobs
are hard to come by. I am disabled
and no longer able to work outside
my home. My husband is the ONLY
breadwinner in this household. WE
WILL NEED those paid sick days off
in the event of crisis.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (KY)
Neither my husband nor I get
paid sick days so we go to work sick
so that we can afford to stay home
with the kids when they are sick. If
we had family that didn’t work, they
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MomsRising members in Denver.

would keep them, but everyone has
a job and has the same problem.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (KY)
As a teacher I was lucky to have
sick/personal days. I didn’t use them
unless absolutely necessary, as they
were worth money when I retired.
But, as a single mom, I needed days
when my children were sick, or doing something special at their school
I wanted to attend. All mothers and
fathers should have that option.

– Helen (KY)
My cousin has two sons. One
3-year-old and and the other 2-yearold. The majority of the time, when
a kid gets sick the rest of the household starts to feel the effects as well.
When her 3-year-old got sick at daycare she had to keep him home until
he was well enough to go back. Most
daycare facilities go by that rule.
This made her have to stay home
because there was no one else who
could watch him. Day 2, the 3-yearold was able to return to daycare but
now her other son started showing
the same symptoms and was unable
to go to daycare. So she ended up

having to stay home for a total of 4
days. Not because she wanted to
but because she had to. When she
returned to work they fired her the
same day, even after she explained
the situation. This is very unfair
and inconsiderate of single parents.
Something must be done!

– Krystal (KY)
I remember getting written
up for having to leave work to pick
a sick child up from school 3 times
in a 3 month period. I worked hard
and volunteered to work over when I
did not have to, but I missed a grand
total of 4 hours of work in 3 months,
(which I made up for, by the way) due
to my children being ill, and I get reprimanded. I had sick time and that
did not matter. It was still a negative against schedule adherence and
more dings could have led to my dismissal. Sick time or not, how ‘bout
we make it so sick days, paid or not,
legally cannot be used against you
at all as long as you have a doctor’s
excuse.

– Sherry (KY)
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parent going to work sick him/herself,
which results in long convalescence,
medical complications, expense, and
infection of others in the workplace
(and, of course, their children, too,
ultimately.)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (LA)

MAINE

Massachusetts MomsRising members and their kids visit with state legislators in
Boston.

LOUISIANA
I have had cancer. I worked through
chemotherapy because I saw other
people around me lose their jobs after taking time for childbirth and not
recovering from surgery fast enough.
These people were replaced by other
people, who also needed work. Losing work during serious illness places me at risk for losing my medical
insurance and/or the money to pay
for the medical insurance which covers treatment of my cancer. Losing
work when jobs are scarce for something out of my control (I eat well, I
do not smoke, I exercise, I do not
drink), also threatens my very wellbeing and ability to keep a roof over
my head. It also takes the joy out of
the workplace and makes the environment petty, needlessly stressful,
and competitive.

– Leslie (LA)
Household finances are already to the absolute limit in many
homes, mine included. If one or
more of us got sick, we would be in
grave trouble. If one of the children
got sick, someone has to stay home
with them in order to take care of
them.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (LA)
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Yes! I am a single mother of two
with no paid sick days. Having this
option would be extremely beneficial
to me and my family. If I’m not sick,
it’s one of the kids. I opt to stay home
so that I don’t disrupt the work environment by spreading illness. But
the lost wages and added stress, by
doing so, has a negative effect my
health and my household environment. Which is more important, work
or family? Of course they go hand
in hand. However, this is a common
situation that leaves many wondering
about the family/work life initiatives
many corporations claim to have incorporated.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (LA)
I get paid sick days as a part of my
employment as a teacher. Without
them (I live in New Orleans and have
no family since Katrina) I would have
to weigh the effects of my children
going to school sick (harming them
and infecting others) against the effects that losing my job would have
on my children. No parent should be
forced to weigh two alternatives that
both cause certain harm to his/her
children every time a child is ill. The
decision is agonizing and the two alternatives are dismal. Moreover, both
scenarios will ultimately result in the

I live with chronic illness and as a
result, chronic pain. There are days
when I am quite simply unable to go
to work because of these complications in my life. If I did not receive
sick days from the agency I work at,
then I would probably lose my job.
I am employed as a program assistant and therefore I do not have the
option of working from home. In this
economic climate, finding another
job that affords me that option is unrealistic. I feel fortunate to have a job
right now, any job. I feel even more
fortunate to have a job that offers
the benefit of sick days. I don’t have
young children, but when I did, it was
essential to have sick days so that I
could stay at home with my children
when they were unwell. My son had
chronic respiratory problems, ranging from simple ear and throat infections, to asthma and pneumonia; all
at a very young age. I was always
dismayed when parents brought their
sick children to day care/school, because I knew that my son, with his
weak immune system, would probably catch whatever it was within
days. My daughter was critically ill
when she was born and was at Boston Children’s Hospital in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit for the first
month of her life. I spent the first few
years of her life worrying about her
health and well being. I advocated
for parents to be able to keep their
sick kids at home through employee
sick days. So, as you can see, without sick days, I would have been unable to care for either of my children
at home when they were small and
hold down a job at the same time. I
believe that sick days for employees
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of any company are an essential part
of the employment contract.

– Susan (ME)
I recently did not feel well and
was able to take a sick day. I am certain I performed 3 times better the
next day due to my staying home
than I would have if I had dragged
myself in on the day I felt poorly. If
I had gone to work when I felt sick
there would have been several days
at work when I didn’t work to best of
my ability.

– Mary (ME)

tion, teach our children to take better care of themselves and minimize
stress, angst and hysteria related to
flu, swine flu and other diseases.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (ME)
As a teacher, I see children coming to school because their parents
have no place else to send them
when they are sick. They infect other children and the snowball effect
begins. Eventually the teacher succumbs to the illness and the children
are with a substitute teacher. It is a
total disruption of their learning time.

– MOMSRISING MEMBE (ME)
At my current job, I have sick
leave and the family friendly flexibility has literally changed the life
of my family. My husband’s former
employer did not offer sick days for
my husband much less time off for
him if our children were sick. Our
daycare provider asks that parents
pick up their children if they have a
runny nose or fever so one of us HAS
to have the flexibility. My husband
eventually left his job, in large part
because of the stress related to no
paid sick time or allowed flex time.
Now he works from home at about
1/2 the salary. Our logic was that we
cannot put a dollar amount on the
value of flex time or paid sick time.
Both of us are able to work together to take time off and care for ourselves and our children. Ironically, we
have found that because of the family
friendly employers we are employed
with, my husband and I are more productive at our jobs and are healthier.
The angst and worry over who will
stay home with the sick children and
how that will affect our monthly budget is gone. It is not fair for children
to have to go to school when they are
ill nor is it fair to the healthy children
and adults that are exposed to the
sick ones. Our country needs to slow
down, examine where we are and
what are our priorities; families need
help. A simple bill to provide a financial cushion or an opportunity for
employees to have flex time to make
up for sick time will help people get
better, enhance the health of our na-
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MARYLAND
I worked with children for over a
decade before having my own. Both
in childcare settings and at schools
many times sick children were sent
to school. Sometimes because parents just didn’t want to deal with their
kids but often because parents had
no choice because they would lose
money if they stayed home from work.
Bringing sick children to schools or
childcare centers is against health
mandates and causes more sickness
and aggravation. Many childcare
workers do not have health benefits
and so parents are basically stating
that it’s okay for childcare workers
to be sick and lose pay because its
more important that the parents stay
healthy and work. That is unfair and
it needs to stop. Please give sick
days.

– Rebecca (MD)
It is extremely hard on everyone. If a child is sick their parents
should be allowed to stay home to
take care of them to prevent other
children from getting sick. If I send
my child back to school before he
has fully recovered from chicken pox
then I end up getting more kids sick
and their parents have to stay home
and care for them. So it’s a ripple effect if parents can’t stay home without worrying about their jobs. I was

terminated from employment for taking care of my children. My child had
the chicken pox, ring worm, and the
flu. I had to stay home and care for
him and my job felt that I was abusing my leave. I had doctor’s notes to
back up my absence but they did not
care. More needs to be done to allow
people to care for the sick.

– Ericka (MD)
I am one of the lucky ones. I receive
paid sick day but what about the
unfortunate, they too deserve a sick
day with pay. I have a disabled teenage son who is susceptible to every
and all contagious illnesses. If he becomes ill I would be out of work for a
period of time so this is a very serious
matter for me.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MD)
I used to be a kitchen manager in
a restaurant, and only the salaried
managers (not me) had paid sick
leave. As a result, employees often
came to work sick because they
couldn’t afford to lose a day’s pay. I
remember going to work with strep
throat once – I was running a fever
and was so sick that I had to sit on a
stack of milk crates in order to work.
Eventually I was persuaded by coworkers to go home because I was
such a risk to the health of our customers. Employees shouldn’t have
to make those kinds of choices, and
the public shouldn’t be put at risk
by companies unwilling to protect
public health by acknowledging the
humanity of their employees – we
all get sick sometimes! – and giving
paid sick leave.

– Dawn (MD)
I had to turn down a job because
not only didn’t it come with paid sick
days, it came with no personal or vacation days (paid or not) during the
first year of employment. Not only
can’t I guarantee to the employer that
I’ll never get sick or need a day off,
I have three kids in school. Unless I
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keep a full-time nanny on-call for
the days the kids can’t go to school,
I need a job with at least a little bit
of flexibility. (By the way, the job in
question would have barely covered
the cost of afterschool child care.)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MD)
As a Mom, I was fortunate to work
for companies and managers that
allowed me the time I needed to care
for my children when they were ill. I
was blessed that my children were
relatively healthy, and that I had my
mother-in-law to pinch hit when I
couldn’t take off. As a former HR
director, I have seen many talented
women in jeopardy of losing their
jobs, and/or becoming physically
ill over the stress caused by needing time off to care for a sick child.
Sick days are not a luxury; they are
a necessity to maintain a talented,
productive, and healthy workforce.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MD)
I have discussed this with my
job recently that does not allow
employees with dependants to
earn extra sick days for those dependants. After having two babies
in 3 years, and no paid maternity
leave from my employer, I returned
to work both times without any
sick time for my kids. Now, with
my youngest ready to turn two, and
no sick time remaining from all the
times they were sick last year, there
just isn’t a way for me to take off
for them this fall. All we do is pray,
avoid areas with a lot of kids and
wash our hands.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MD)
Paid sick days allow me to keep
my daughter home when she is ill.
They allow my over-worked husband to rest and recoup before going back to the grind. They let me
heal after a miscarriage. I don’t understand how paid sick days aren’t
seen as a preventive measure. A
healthy work force is a productive
work force. I feel like America would
rather make a dollar no matter the
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When a worker
at a Chipotle
restaurant in Kent,
Ohio without paid
sick days had
come to work sick
with the norovirus,
over 500 people
became violently

did have sick days. He didn’t abuse
them but they did come in handy
when he or one of the kids was ill as
we didn’t have to worry about vacation schedules and such and losing
days. We split up 4 years ago and
two years ago they eliminated sick
days. This has meant that he now
has to choose between going to
work sick or losing the precious days
he has scheduled with his children.
Usually he will go to work ill, but recent surgery meant he could not do
this and as a result my sons will see
their father only once this year. Obviously this is not a choice any of us
are happy with.

– lisa (MD)

ill. The outbreak
cost the Kent
community
between $130,000
and $300,000.
Policy Matters Ohio, Outbreak in Ohio: Cost of the
2008 Norovirus Incident in Kent

cost than nurture the reasons why
we go out to make that dollar in the
first place. We are killing ourselves.

– trudy (MD)
I am an HR Manager and the company for which I work does not allow
for any paid sick days. I have seen
employees come to work too sick to
have even driven to work; I’ve seen
employees suffer knowing that their
child is home sick and she can’t be
there; I’ve seen colds, flu and viruses spread throughout the offices
because employees cannot afford
to take off time without pay. Or, they
are expected to take a hard-earned
vacation day. A vacation day that is
usually one of only 5 per year.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MD)
My ex-husband works in the
casino world. When he began, they

MASSACHUSETTES
I have paid sick days. If I didn’t then
how would I pay for food or rent? Everybody needs paid sick days! We all
get sick. Our children get sick. We
live in America and all working moms
need to have at least 7 paid sick days
per year. I bet our Congressional representatives in Congress don’t have
to worry about staying home sick or
staying home to take care of their sick
children... and not being paid.

– Tracey (MA)
With 2 young daughters at home,
it is crucial that when they are ill that
we have the flexibility to stay with
them. When we lived in NJ, we had
no family in the area, and our day care
center was CRAZY about the slightest
sniffle. I can’t even count how many
days one or the other of us was out
or going into work for half a day and
passing the baby off like a baton. A
large part of our decision to relocate
was to be closer to family so that we
had some back-up, but my mother
and sister both work and aren’t always available to watch a sick girl on
short notice. In addition, with my oldest starting kindergarten in the fall that
is a whole other layer of complexity to
figure out what to do with her during
school vacations, teacher develop-
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ment days and oh yeah, the ENTIRE
SUMMER! And don’t even get me
started on how guilty I feel when one
of my babies is sick and I’m at work
instead of taking care of them.

– Laurel (MA)
Absolutely, paid sick days are a
necessity for all working people with
or without children. Last fall/winter all
three of my toddlers (triplets) were sick
several times and hospitalized. The
joke was if both my wife and I were
working (we were both unemployed
at the time) we would have been fired
for having to take care of the girls.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MA)
I have paid sick days but I cannot
take them if my child is sick – it has
to be for me!?! I feel that I am being
honest and saying why I can’t come
in, I’m willing to work from home and
try to do my job. I am then forced to
take it as a vacation day!!! Most people don’t take all their sick time – why
does it need to be specified? So we’re
setting up a society that then must lie
that they are the ones who are sick
because they are staying home to
take care of their child – something is
not right here.

– kris (MA)
As far as I can remember, there has
been “Sick Days”. When I worked for
a university, my benefit package included sick days (10/yr) and because
I worked for an educational facility,
I got those benefits even though I
worked part-time.

– eric (MA)
It is my belief, not opinion, that since
we are all human beings, we are all
bound to get sick with something or
other sooner or later and since we are
not energized via plug into wall socket
and do not require oil changes for our
bodies, we require sick days – preferably, paid. Congress gets paid sick
days whether they show up for work
or not. What makes those people any
different from us?

– Diane (MA)
MomsRising.org

Without access to paid time off, many parents don’t have the option of staying
home or even taking their child to the doctor. With paid sick days, parents are able
to take their children to well-child visits and for immunizations, which may prevent
serious illnesses.

Very simply put, by allowing a
fair number of sick days a year you
would feel more free to stay home
sometime when sick, thus getting
yourself healthier and not spreading
it to fellow workers. In the long run
one actually has fewer total days
out annually by doing this.

– Alan (MA)
I have found over the years that
there is too wide a variety of policies about sick days for people who
work for an hourly wage regardless
of where they work. Some places
allow you to take a sick day when
your child is sick and others do
not. People have to work to take
care of themselves and their families but they also have to care for
themselves and loved ones when
they become ill! I resent it when coworkers come to work sick because
they are “saving” their sick days for

when their children are sick, but I
understand this. It just needs to
change and be realistic for today’s
working families. Companies need
to have respect for their employees
and their families – school systems
too! Currently I have the opportunity to earn sick days every month
of service. I am also able to convert
a sick day to a personal day with a
written with reasonable notice. I really appreciate it!

– Sarah (MA)
I am a stay-at-home mom. I am
also a cancer patient and if I am
sick because of the flu my husband
must stay home to care for our children. So yes, paid sick days are a
must for most families in addition
to minimizing the spread of flu and
other diseases. When are we going
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to start taking responsibilities for
our communities? May Teddy Kennedy rest in peace!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MA)
As a teacher I have seen many
kids come right off the bus in the
morning and head straight to the
nurse’s office. Some parents send
their children in regardless of how
their child feels because they have
to go to work. These children feel
miserable all day and end up passing whatever they have along to their
classmates and barfing in front of
all their peers. Kids get sick everyday but if all parents had paid sick
time parents wouldn’t feel like they
had to tell their kid “you’re going to
school and if you feel sick later call
me”. Think about it, as an adult do
we like to go to work when we feel
bad? Well, going to school is a work
day for a child and 6 hours is a long
time to sit at a desk and feel sick.
Paid sick days would help parents
make better decisions when it comes
to their sick kids.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MA)
I am returning to work after having my 3 children. We have no family
and must pay for every day of work
we miss not to mention the burden
it puts on our employers to replace
us (I am a teacher my husband is a
firefighter). We need financial support to help us withstand the days
we MUST be home. The alternative is
more lost wages and more sickness
because desperate people will send
their kids to camp/school/aftercare
SICK if it means the loss of their job.
This means my kids get sick more often too. This is as critical an issue as
affordable child care.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MA)
I have been fortunate to have paid
sick days throughout my working
years. It made a huge difference when
my now-adult daughter was young.
And I work as a pre-school teacher
in a Head Start program that serves
a low-income population, so I bump
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I had to quit my job in order to take time to care for my kids. Like
many mothers with children in daycare, illness occurred a lot. However, I was allowed no sick days to care for them – but they could not
go to daycare sick. It was a very tiring ordeal having to fight with my
employer to allow me to stay home to tend to a sick child. Finally I had
enough. I had no choice – they made it clear that other women wanted
my position and they would not have the same “issue” as I (they did not
have kids). I was unprotected from this as my country does not support family time for maternity, paternity time or family sick days. WE
NEED OUR GOVERNMENT’S SUPPORT NOW!

– melissa (MICHIGAN)

up against this issue all the time. Sick
kids in the classroom means more
sick kids in the classroom

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MA)
I currently have no paid sick
days, and previously was fired for
taking days off to care for a sick child.
No mother should have to choose
between the health of her child and
her job, this flaw in U.S. policy needs
to change now!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MA)

MICHIGAN
Because I work 32 hours a week,
I am not eligible for any health care,
vacation days, paid holidays, or sick

days. Therefore, I work when I’m sick,
and send my kids to daycare when
I think they might be getting sick or
before they’re all better, because otherwise I don’t get paid.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MI)
Mothers must have paid sick
leave in case they or their children
get sick. When my son was growing up and he got sick, I stayed home
with him. Children who get sick need
attention and close loving attention,
from their mothers. They get well
faster, if they just have colds, flu, allergies, or some minor or small injury.
Parents must be close to make sure
kids don’t get worse, like dehydrated, or are in pain. I figured that if my
employer cared about my work with
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them they would care about my family. If they didn’t then I would not care
to continue working for them.

– E.i. (MI)
As a mother who needed to work
full time while caring for three young
children while my late husband battled cancer, I could not have been
able to survive without paid sick
days. After my husband died, I needed those sick days even more, being
the only source of income. Most of
the time my childcare provider did not
want sick children, which is perfectly
understandable as she was there to
provide care to other children, not
to care for sick children who could
also expose the other children to illness. I guess unless you have lived
through this, you cannot understand
this need. Not everyone is fortunate
enough to hire nannies.

– Lynn (MI)
I had paid sick time, but exhausted
it all when my now 12 year old was a
toddler and sick from being in daycare. I had no choice but to quit my
job and I haven’t worked since. My
training as a psychologist is going
virtually unused – too bad.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MI)
I had to quit my full time job years
ago, because I have a child who has
a chronic illness. Luckily, I work in
health care and I am able to work
on-call to work around my family. If I
would have had some security years
ago with my job and sick time off
without losing my job, I would probably still work full time. I believe everyone should be able to have days
off to care for their sick children.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MI)
Before I was a parent, I went
years without having to take a sick
day. During my daughter’s second
year of life, however, I needed to stay
home with her a number of days due
to high fever and serious viral infections lasting several days. I am married and my husband, whose hours
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are more flexible than mine, took
care of my daughter the majority
of the days that she was sick. Even
so, I was chastised by my employer
for taking a fourth day of sick leave
in a year expressly to take care of
my daughter. It was explained to me
that only 2 of my 10 days of personal leaves were allotted to take care
of ill family members. Presumably if
I had lied and said that it was I who
was ill, my employer would have
been fine with that.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MI)
After living in Mexico for 2
years, I was shocked to learn that
Mexico has paid maternity days,
paid sick days, and often paid personal days. When swine flu hit, many
companies closed, and other provided sick days. The U.S. does not
have those. Why is the US considered a “developed” country if we’re
not as advanced as Mexico? Now,
at my new job in the U.S., I do not
have paid sick days. I’ll have to go
in to work sick or lose pay. I’m more
scared about influenza here at home
than in Mexico.

– Kelly (MI)
Paid sick leave has helped me
personally by allowing me to not be
totally consumed with the working
mom’s guilt, and being available to
my sick children when they need me
most.

– Patty (MI)
I was a teacher for 27 years, and in
all that time I had sick days. Since
teachers are not highly paid as a
rule, I would have been ruined if I
didn’t have sick days, especially
because I had some lengthy hospitalizations. I don’t think we should
rest until everyone has sick days to
count on.

kids to school and don’t answer their
cells because they can’t take time off
work. The whole class gets infected
over a few weeks. Try teaching when
5 kids are out at a time! Madness.
Help these parents out!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MI)
Without paid sick days I would
not be able to take my children to
the doctor when they are sick without losing pay. My husband does not
have paid sick days and he is unable
to help when the kids are sick – he
has to go in to work no matter what.
So, that means I need to take time
off of work when the kids are ill. My
husband is unable to take time off
of work when he is sick because he
doesn’t get paid leave. Therefore, he
puts himself and others at risk when
he goes to work. He is a substitute
teacher, so this should be a huge
concern for educators.

– Kassi (MI)

MINNESOTA
Yes, I earn paid sick days each
year. Twice in my career I have had
to use all of my days for the year at
once. It was such a relief to have
those days available to me. I can
also use them when my kids are
sick. When they were too young to
stay by themselves, I was so grateful to use my days. My dad always
taught us that sick leave was like
money in the bank. When he had a
heart attack and subsequent bypass
surgery 30 years ago, he continued
to receive his full paycheck for his
entire recuperation, some 3 months.
With 2 kids in college at the time (my
brother and me), it was a huge relief
to Mom and Dad. EVERY worker
deserves the chance to earn paid
sick days.

– Alan (MI)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MN)

I am an elementary school teacher
in a T1, low socio-economic building. I have sick days, but many of
my parents do not. They send their

I was employed by the state for
39+ years. I have always had a lot of
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respiratory infections during the winter. Without paid sick leave I would
never have been able to complete
my career in that job. During my later
years of employment, I was promoted into management and I always
encouraged staff to go home and
take care of themselves when they
were sick. This was a common sense
policy to try to keep the rest of the
staff in the office healthy when some
infectious disease was prevalent.

– Lawrence (MN)
I lost a job at one point because
my employer didn’t allow any unplanned Paid Time Off (PTO). All
time off had to be approved in advance. Sick days were accrued and
I wasn’t on the new job long enough
so didn’t have any earned. Because
I lost my job, I lost daycare because
I could no longer afford it. Without
daycare, it made it almost impossible
to interview for new jobs.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MN)

MISSISSIPPI
I have a three year-old in daycare
and will be having another baby
the beginning of October. The cold
months always bring more sickness
for my son and sometimes for me.
While I do receive CTO time, I find
that there is not much time-off left for
vacations with my family. I have spent
the last three years using my time for
illness and have not had much time
left over for a real vacation which is
much needed. I am grateful for the
time I do receive, but I am afraid of
what this winter will bring with an
infant and three year-old in daycare
– will the time off that I do have be
taken up by sick days and doctor appointments?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MS)
Absolutely, paid sick days are
important. My husband has been
working at a 40+ hour a week job
(when there is work) with no benefits
for several years now. As I have been
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Last year alone, MomsRising’s members took over a million actions in support of
family-friendly policies.

at home with kids and attending nursing school, when he has been sick
and hospitalized in the last few years,
we have gone for entire months without paychecks. This is very difficult
to do when you live at 150% of the
poverty line already. This is as important as reformed healthcare for
families like ours – of which there are
many! Thanks.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MS)
As a parent to a chronically ill
child, I burn through any sick time
that I have earned and usually will
get in trouble because my sick bank
is low. Since my child still gets sick,
I have to take a loss day or a unpaid
day off which puts a finical burden on
my family. Who will care for my child
when I am forced to work? Who will
help with our growing medical expense because we cannot pay due
to the amount of unpaid leave I am
forced to take. Please help me continue to help my child.

they are at risk for serious, even lifethreatening complications from the
flu. We work very hard to get them
safely through the season, and it is a
strain on both of our jobs. The greatest risk to my children, however, is
the presence of other sick children in
school. Working parents in my community have no resources or support
beyond the family if they have a sick
child, and few local employers offer
any kind of paid leave for care of a
sick child. That influences their decision about whether or not they can
literally AFFORD to keep their child
home for a few days. This puts all
children at risk, but it places special
burdens on families with children
who are especially at risk because
they have previous conditions and
vulnerabilities. For us, keeping sick
kids out of schools means a much
better chance of making it through
the winter without a long, expensive,
and traumatic hospitalization – and
risks of even worse consequences.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MS)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MS)

I have two children with cystic
fibrosis; cold and flu season is always a scary time for us because

This is a humanity issue at its core.
People get sick. That’s part of life and
we should not be penalized for it, not
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to say that the privileged pay should
be abused either. But we should not
have to choose between our job and
our family!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MS)

MISSOURI
I am a stay-at-home mom of 3 little
ones. My 2-year-old child has leukemia. My older kids’ teachers and
nurse would call me and let me know
what was going around school because staying healthy was so important in our house. Many parents sent
their kids to school sick, which would
result in sickness in our house and put
the baby at risk for hospitalization. I
do wish people could keep their kids
home but understand why they can’t.
As a former teacher, I know this also
happens to even the teachers not being able to take off work for their own
sick child. Everyone would benefit if
we can take better care of our families.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MO)
I have not taken a sick day since
May 23, 2008, until today. The last
time I called in sick, with a stomach
virus, I was written up for leaving my
co-workers in a bind. Not to mention
that I had a 103 degree temperature
and could not even roll over in bed
without soiling myself. My mother had
to drive from an hour away to take me
to the doctor. I am a medical technologist and work in an acute care clinic.
I am supposed to collect swabs and
prick patients’ fingers and expected
to never get sick. I did not go to work
today because I am running a temp,
have chills, and body aches. I did see
my doctor today and am thankful it
was not the Swine Flu but I needed
breathing treatments today and am
sweating as I write this. I am due to
have my yearly evaluation any day. I
am sure this will show on it even with a
doctor’s excuse; just like the last time.
I earn 8 hours of sick leave a month
and am written up if I use 6.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MO)
MomsRising.org

I’ve been a temp at my job for
almost 2 years – that means NO
paid days off, except holidays,
and very few at that. I get no vacation days and no sick days. My
son had chronic ear infections for
months until I could finally get a
doctor to agree with me that he
needed tubes. I missed a LOT
of work because of his illnesses
and always worried about losing
my job, or not being able to get
all of my work done before month
end. I also constantly sent him
to school with a fever and a note
explaining the fever was from
his ears being infected, he was
not contagious, that I was sorry
I had to send him and to please
give him ibuprofen as needed.
I felt like a HORRIBLE Mommy

because my baby boy was sick,
and I knew it, and he needed me
and needed to be home where he
could rest and be loved on, and
I had to send him to school so I
could work because I can’t afford
to have days off where I don’t get
paid. It’s a horrible situation for
any family that has to go through
it and I will pray that something is
done to resolve this once and for
all, for ALL families!

– Jessica (MIssouri)

I am a telecommute worker. You
would think I would have no issues
with sick time and staying home with
a sick child. Not the case. I remember calling in to my boss letting her
know that me and my entire family
have the flu. I have a serious chronic
condition and could have ended up
in the hospital because of the flu. Instead of “how are you, is the family
okay?” – I got reamed and written
up because I could not be reached
and was not logged into work. Even
though I followed proper protocol.

– Helena (MO)
I used to get paid for my sick
days, but due to the economy I no
longer get paid for them. If my child
has a fever, I hope it is gone before
school or daycare starts. If they are
throwing up I hope they can keep
food down before the next day so
I can get back to work, then I have
to pray I don’t get sick and if I do, I
have to take off even more days. My
paid vacation was even taken away

so I cannot even use that when myself or my kids get sick. It really hurts
us financially when I have to take off
work. I have to re-figure our budget
and go without some things, such
as food, just to get back on track. Or
some bills get pushed back and they
end up being late for that month and
I hope I can get back on track by the
next month, instead of constantly
being behind.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MO)
I have always had earned paid
time off/sick days. If you are sick,
you need to stay home and rest, take
medication, got to the doctor before
it gets worse and let your body heal.
If not, you have to go to work sick,
spread germs and end up going to
the doctor when things are much
worse and then have to take off
work, whether you are paid or not,
because it’s gotten so out of hand.
(I hate when I hear about people go-
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ing to work sick because they can’t
take of – then they get everyone else
sick.) I have children and you can’t
send them off when they are sick.
They need to be loved, cared for and
nurtured when they are sick to let
their bodies heal, too, and not go to
daycare – or wherever – and spread
germs to other children. Bottom line,
if you have paid sick days, you are
going to be healthier. Take care of
your body when you need to and not
add to the rising cost of health care
by infecting so many others that will
need to go see a doctor. This is the
silliest thing to HAVE to vote for. If
you work, you should get time off for
being sick. Period. You shouldn’t
be penalized for catching a cold.

– Tara (MO)
My daughter, now 14 months,
was born 2 months premature. Fortunately, she’s a strong little girl, but
because my husband and I both
work, she is in group care. She is
very susceptible to the illnesses always found in group care. I have no
paid sick days, and because of my
12 week leave last year to care for
her, I earned 7.5 vacation days for
the whole of 2010. Vacation is obviously out of the question – that
amount of time barely covers what I
need. This system is failing families
when a mother can’t be with her sick
baby at the doctor appointment to
find out what’s wrong because she
can’t leave work. It’s shameful to
think we put so little value in family
life these days.

– Melissa (MO)

“My husband’s job
does not say it, but
frowns upon him
taking sick days
for his kids – even
though they have
plenty of sick days
to do so.”
Elizabeth, Missouri

I am a full-time working mother. I am
married and have a daughter who
is two years old. I am very blessed
to work at a non-profit where family is very important. We have paid
sick days that I can use, but am very
aware of the fact that most mothers
do not have this ability. Even with a
husband, I am the full-time caregiver
to our daughter. I am the one who is
called when our child is sick. I am
the one who is expected to take off
from work to get her or stay home
when she is not feeling well. Luckily, my place of employment is supportive of me, or this would be a very
stressful issue. Fathers also need additional support for being able to take
the time off. Our society relegates
that the mothers should take the time
off, should stay home when the kid is
sick, and take all primary kid responsibilities. When the fact is that companies need to acknowledge that fa-

thers must also participate in staying
home with the children when they are
sick. My husband’s job does not say
it, but frowns upon him taking sick
days for his kids – even though they
have plenty of sick days to do so.
Employers need to also recognize
the flexibility that fathers need to participate in family responsibilities!

– Elizabeth (MO)

MONTANA
Without paid sick leave many
workers come to work sick. They are
not only not very effective but they
spread the illness. Parents without
sick leave to care for their children
either send them to school sick hoping no one notices, spreading illness
in their wake, or they leave their children home alone. If the parent does
opt to stay home they often lose their
jobs as a result. It would benefit not
only families and working mother but
also the employer. If people stayed
home when ill they would get better
quicker and not be spreading the illness to the rest of the employees.

– Diane (MT)
My employer provides sick
leave for its full-time employees. I
really appreciate this benefit and I
think everyone should get this benefit. This benefit allows me to go to
doctor appointments, stay home with
kids or when I am sick and makes
me a healthier person and more
economically secure. This should
not be a benefit but a requirement

Workers favor elected officials who support a basic standard of
paid sick days. Forty-six percent of respondents said they are more
likely to vote for a candidate who supports paid sick days, while only
10 percent would be less likely to do so.
National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago for the Public Welfare Foundation, Paid Sick Days: A basic labor standard for the 21st century” August 2008.
The study is a telephone sample of 1,493 adults living in U.S. households, conducted in English and Spanish from June 27 – July 27, 2008.
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that sick leave and vacation leave
be earned when the worker is fulfilling their scheduled hours. Where I
work I receive 6 hours each of annual
leave and sick leave every two week
pay period. I went from 4 hours each
to 6 hours each after I worked for 3
years. This seems like a luxury when I
am surrounded by people who really
struggle when there is illness in their
family.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MT)
As foster parents for 2 “no
prognosis” children, one in need of
medical treatment out-of-state just to
maintain his airway every 2 months,
my sick time is used for being the
transporter and driver, to and from
the medical facilities. Even while I’m
driving my wife’s attention must be
centered on maintaining watch on our
son’s ventilator and repetitive suctioning of his trach, even when traveling. I do not know how anyone can
care for their families’ health needs
without “sick-leave” benefit time allowed. I have depended on this precious benefit for 20 1/2 years with
this extreme situation, and prior to
being foster and adoptive parents to
sickly children, I have been fortunate
to have worked for other employers
that offered sick leave benefits since
1966. I did not know until your letter
that this benefit wasn’t covering everybody. I became a parent in 1968
and have valued this benefit especially since then.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (MT)

NEBRASKA
I mainly use my sick days to take
care of my children, and without them
I can’t imagine how I could support
our family!

– Julia (NE)
I have paid sick days. I usually use
them for my son, but I currently use
the time to go to my prenatal appointments. Since doctor’s offices keep
banker’s hours, I have to take time off
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MomsRising volunteers delivered “Sick or Treat” goody bags packed with information about paid sick days, and messages from members to leaders in Wisconsin.

of work to get adequate care. I am
fortunate that a few hours here and
there wouldn’t break me, but being
able to HAVE THE RIGHT to take the
time is very important. It allows me to
be justified in taking time off for appointments and for illness. It’s very
sad that a person cannot just be sick,
that it must be further justified by having earned the sick time, but that’s
the way it is.

– Sara (NE)
I work in a Third World country, the
Philippines, and have always had a
2 week paid sick leave, plus 1 week
paternity leave (paid). If this poor
country’s companies can afford this
for their employees, surely the “rich”
First World country of the U.S. of A.
can too! The difference must be the
lack of respect for the People who do
the work that makes the country run,
by the super rich who sit in the Senate, taking money from lobbyists.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NE)
Having paid sick days has allowed me to stay home the first day I
notice any signs of illness. The duration of my illnesses have been nearly

cut in half thanks to getting needed
rest up-front rather than toughing it
out until I get really sick. I am an I.T.
professional, but this ability should be
the right of all Americans, not just a
luxury for people like me.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NE)
Even if I find someplace for my kids
to be when they are sick, my productivity at work suffers because I’m worried about them! I could work from
home if I were there with them and
actually get a lot more accomplished!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NE)

NEVADA
I get paid sick days. I am VERY
lucky. My husband does not. I get
angry when my kids catch colds from
other kids who are sent to school sick.
I totally support the idea that ALL parents should be allowed sick days to
stay home with kids AND all workers
for that matter.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NV)
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My spouse benefited from paid
sick days. Since he is the sole bread
winner in the house, we couldn’t
have afforded to have him out ill
without some sort of income coming in. With sick pay, he was allowed
to recover, and we could manage financially as usual.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NV)
Paid sick days would definitely
help. I am fortunate to work for a
company that will allow a paid sick
day or a personal business day if
your child is sick. It has made a tremendous difference in my peace of
mind with knowing that I am getting
paid and that my child is being taken
care of.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NV)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
I work for a family-friendly company. My employer offers “Health
Hours”, which are to be used for
any health-related purpose at the
employee’s discretion. We also have
a Babies at Work program which
greatly assists the transition from
maternity leave to child care. It promotes good health through motherchild bonding, breastfeeding advocacy and community support. I
could not be more thankful and wish
this experience for all mothers in the
US! Please take a moment to read
about the Family-Friendly policies
at the W.S. Badger Company in Gilsum, NH. Thank you!

– Stephanie (NH)
I am a single mother of two children
and I pretty much live pay check to
pay check and count on receiving
the same pay check every week. If
I did not have sick time to use when
I or my children are stricken with an
illness I would fall behind with rent
and utilities and would not be able
to catch up.

– Jennifer (NH)
36

Three in four food service workers lack access to even a single paid sick day. Joint
Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress, Expanding Access to Paid Sick Leave: The Impact of the
Healthy Families Act on America’s Workers, March 2010

I get 21 days paid per year (and
this starts the day you start with the
company!) I don’t get “sick days”,
I get to use these days however I
need to use them – sick or otherwise. It may seem like a lot but with
3 children you wouldn’t believe how
much of my time is used for sickness! We haven’t taken vacation
time in YEARS because of it (who
vacations these days anyway?) but
i have been SO GRATEFUL to have
this time to be able to take care of
my children and MYSELF when sickness rears it’s ugly head. I worked
in a restaurant for many years with
no paid time off... and I can’t be-

lieve the number of people who still
have to live that way! I don’t know
what I would do without my paid
time off! It has been a true Godsend! Everyone should have that
security – knowing they can take
care of themselves and their family
without having to sacrifice say food
because their pay was cut!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NH)
I worked at home for the past
year. But in the last 9 years I was
told “...seems like your child is always sick... does your child take vitamins... is something WRONG with
her...” Staying home has been very
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difficult. Although I don’t have those
issues now, I know plenty of others
that do. Things are a lot different in
other countries. Canada provides
a year paid maternity leave... it’s a
law. Who wants to go back to work
after 6 weeks?? THINGS NEED TO
CHANGE FOR THE BETTER!!! They
wonder why sickness spreads like
wildfire. People HAVE to send their
kids to school sick or they could
lose their jobs!!!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NH)

Workers who have
jobs requiring
frequent contact
with the public and
our food are the
least likely to have
job-protected paid
sick days.

NEW JERSEY
Paid sick days are important because all too many people become
ill because someone else came to
work sick and spread their disease.
This is especially true in today’s
sealed buildings. I have been a victim of this because I’m extremely
susceptible to upper respiratory infections and must avoid people with
colds, etc. to prevent more serious
illness. If you’re sick, you should
stay home. You can’t be productive
when you’re sick. It’s just common
sense.

– James (NJ)
I am currently making a fraction of what I used to make because of the economic crash. (I
used to make over $50,000 per
year. Now I make about $26,000).
Having paid sick time is critical to
me. I am BARELY covering my bills
these days and having paid sick
sick is a critically needed benefit. In
comparison to other industrialized
countries we get lousy benefits and
it is outrageous.

– Larry (NJ)
Not having paid sick days has
negatively affected my family and
my financial situation. Having to
tend to my young children when
they are sick has caused me to take
non-paid sick days from work.

– Harold (NJ)
MomsRising.org

In fact,

3 in 4
food service
workers lack
access to even
a single paid
sick day.
Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress,
Expanding Access to Paid Sick Leave: The Impact
of the Healthy Families Act on America’s Workers,
March 2010

As a small business owner, I
have always provided generous
sick leave to our employees. I believe this is a basic health right and
that all employers should provide
it.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NJ)
I do not get paid for sick day. Last
winter I went to work while very sick
for three days. I had a fever of 101.
Although I wanted to stay home to
take care of my health, and as to
prevent others from getting sick,
I just had to go to work because I
could NOT afford to lose the money of three days of work. Imagine

thousands of people doing this and
how dangerous it can be for everyone around! Serious problem.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NJ)
I am retired. When I owned my
own company, with 170 employees,
I gave a limited number of sick days
for run of the mill problems, etc. For
serious illnesses cancer, etc. paid
sick leave was unlimited. I derived
the same personal satisfaction of
justifying my own existence, as with
other charitable giving. From the
business standpoint, I was more
than repaid by the loyalty and conscientiousness of all employees.
I will never understand why large
corporations don’t understand this
dynamic.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NJ)
In my last job I had the luxury of
paid sick days to use when I was
sick, not my child. Still it was nice
to have them. I’ve worked jobs previously where I could not leave to
pick my child up from school and
I’m her ONLY mother. Who else did
they expect to be there for her?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NJ)
I almost lost 2 jobs due to having to take ‘unscheduled’ days off
due to having sick children. In my
last job I lived in fear daily of being fired, only to find out when I left
that THEY actually owed me money for days not taken! Clearly I did
not take days not earned or abuse
any company policy. I would gladly
trade ‘vacation’ days for paid sick
days.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NJ)
I do have paid sick days. I was
able to keep my son home the required 7 days-between me and my
husband-last spring when he contracted (probably) swine flu. I can’t
imagine having to go to work when
he was ill with a 103 degree fever!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NJ)
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NEW MEXICO
As a small business owner, I have
always provided generous sick leave
to our employees. I believe this is a
basic health right and that all employers should provide it.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NM)
My daughter went to work last
week with a fever of 101 because
she could not afford to lose hours of
work – she gets too few hours as it is.
She spent five hours on her feet and
collapsed when she got back to her
apartment. All that for less than $35,
but $35 she could not do without.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NM)
I have been very fortunate to have
had paid sick days for most of the
jobs I’ve had. I have never abused
them, and they have really helped
me take care of myself and especially my children when they were sick.
It’s in everyone’s interest for people
to have paid sick leave so that they
can stay home when they or their
kids are sick. This helps prevent the
spread of diseases and keeps the
population healthier. When kids have
pinkeye, chicken pox, or some other contagious diseases like the flu,
they’re not allowed to go to school.
It’s essential that parents have sick
leave so they don’t have to choose
between exposing other children to
diseases, violating school rules, and
making their kids go to school when
they’re sick on the one hand, and
jeopardizing their job on the other
hand.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NM)
I directed a childcare program for
many years and know how financially
devastating it can be to families who
lack such benefits. And it’s criminal
that this continues. We can stop it,
too, with some backbone and fortitude, and gumption; the Democrats
in Congress need to get off their
duffs and DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THIS!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NM)
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MomsRising members and coalition partners visit with CA legislators.

NEW YORK
I am a stay-at-home mom right now
but was once a working mom with 2
kids in day care. My kids were sick
ALL the time because other parents
sent their sick kids to daycare. Because I had 2 kids, one week my
son would be sick then my daughter.
That was the main reason I decided
to quit my job and stay home with
them. But now that we own our own
business, the benefits are an issue!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
I got fired from a job once because I had to pick my sick daughter
up from school... that’s disgraceful
and should be illegal. Plus we would
have the added benefit of not spreading disease all over the place.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
I am a health care professional and
I feel that parents should get extra
paid days off if their child or children
get the H1N1 or seasonal flu. The
way to prevent spread in the most
effective way is to stay home until
better. By sending your children to
school with signs and symptoms of

the flu you are part of the problem
of the spread of the flu. Do the right
thing, let people get paid to aid their
family’s health.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
I am a teacher and am fortunate
to have 10 sick days a year. Unfortunately, my husband does not get
paid sick leave. If he takes a day off
the pay for that day is gone. At times
he ends up losing two shifts (he often sleeps on the boat that he works
on in another state) and that causes
us to feel the financial burden even
more. I am a severe asthmatic which
often causes me to use most of my
sick time on me. If our daughter ends
up ill when my days are done we
have to see whose pay it is best to
do without. This often leads us short
on money for rent, groceries, or gas.
We are college educated, hard working citizens who should not have to
fear being short on cash because of
illness.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
I get 10 paid sick days per year,
but my husband, who is a bus driver,
gets no paid sick days at all. On the
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rare occasion when our son is sick,
I’m always the one who has to stay
home with him. It would be great if
my husband had the option to be the
one to stay home!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
As the father of four grown children, it had never occurred to me
how many times I had taken off of
work to take care of a sick child, until
now. As we all know, sending a child
to school with a contagious sickness will only cause a catastrophic
snowball effect which affects other
children and their families as well.
I believe it is a duty of parents and
individual obligation to try to ebb
the spread of germs. I work at a
prominent Upstate NY hospital and
we are basically, ‘required’ to stay
home when we are sick. Any employee walking around obviously ill
is scorned upon and therefore there
is a sort of ‘peer pressure’ to stay
home. That in itself, can save millions of dollars in ER visits or doctor’s costs. In the case of exposing
‘vulnerable’ patients, it may even
save lives. I hope all employers can
see the benefit of allowing paid sick
days to be used as needed. We are
all responsible to prevent the spread
of illness whether we have to take a
‘sick day’ for our children or for ourselves.

– Matthew (NY)
In my previous job, I had no sick
time. We had to use our 2 weeks
of vacation time, which I didn’t start
earning until my 1-year anniversary, whenever I, or my young child,
was sick. A week or two before my
1-year anniversary, I became sick
with the flu. I was out for days. My
boss wouldn’t advance me vacation
time to cover the sick days, so I lost
pay. This would be a hardship for
anyone, and I am a single mom, so it
was especially hard. I also agonized
over whether to send my daughter to
daycare when she was better... but
not quite. I would lie awake in the
middle of the night with a high fever
and stress out because I had to use
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Even though over

140 other
countries
have national
minimum standards for paid sick
days, the

U.S. doesn’t
guarantee
workers paid
sick days
and neither do
any state laws. A
national standard
guaranteeing
workers the ability
to earn paid,
job-protected sick
days would help
ensure that
workers don’t
have to choose
between their
health and their
economic
security.

up precious vacation time. One of
the best things about my current job
is its liberal sick time policy.

– Denise (NY)
I have a handicapped son who is 28
years old. Last summer he was in the
hospital ICU for 15 days and then 1
week in a Nursing Home. He is often
ill; if I could not have paid sick leave, I
would not be able to care for my elderly mother, my son, or myself and husband. We have a home, pay our taxes
and support politicians with the money
we earn. We work hard, and would not
be able to afford to survive if we did
not have paid sick leave. My elderly
mother has been hospitalized in the
past and myself for my knees. Families need a way to survive, and we are
paying for politicians’ health care, so
why should our lives be threatened by
taking away our hard working right to
paid sick leave? We are paying politicians through our taxes, if we lose our
jobs, we cannot pay taxes. It is a nowin situation. I save the state loads of
money by caring for my son and my
mother. We need our home, our jobs,
and to be able to support the economy and the politicians.

– Doris (NY)
I have 3 children less than 4 years
of age, including a 3-month-old baby.
All are in daycare and thus subject to
increased opportunity for illness. Paid
sick days would help me immensely
– I would have the option of removing them from school when they start
showing symptoms instead of “hoping for the best” and leaving them in
with a weakened immune system and/
or to infect their classmates.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
I had 3 sick days a year at my old job.
It took only 2 months during the winter
to use them up, just for my ne and a
half-year-old son. I had NONE for myself. I went to work four days that winter with a fever of 101 - 103. I couldn’t
get better. I finally had to use a vaca-
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tion day (I didn’t have many of them
either) to get to a doctor and buy expensive medicine to flush me out and
get right back to work the next day.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
The sick days that I have been entitled at work have made a tremendous
difference in my children’s lives. I have
worked as a full-time working mom almost 18 years. I bring home the main
source of income to our household, so
I’m blessed to have those sick days.
When my kids were little it was me
that needed to run back and forth to
the doctors’ office, and had to stay
home whenever they got sick. We
impact our children greatly by being
there for them when they are young.
Now, they’re teenagers and the needs
for sick days are not as many, but one
of my children suffers from severe depression and I had to be out of work
several times this year. My husband
who brings home a little more than a
minimum wage salary had to request
two weeks from work so he can drive
her to the day treatment program. He
was not paid for those two weeks. I
work with young children, so I’m at
high risk from catching the flu from the
kids, and when I get sick I’m glad that
I can take off. I can be free of worries
that we will not have enough income
to pay all the monthly expenses. All
working individuals should be entitled
to this privilege. We go to work to help
others. Why can’t others help us as
too?

When my daughter was sick for
a week straight, getting her healthy
again was my only concern because
I had paid sick days. Every parent
should have the right to care for a
sick child without fear of losing his or
her job; and without fear of being unable to pay the bills. Over a person’s
working life, the time we need to be
there for sick kids is relatively short.
Our nation’s employees and children
are worth the investment of just a few
paid sick days each year.

– Tara (NY)
I am a mother of 2 and I work 19
hours a week, to keep my Sec. 8
housing, and I don’t have ANY benefits, on my job. If I get sick I have
to still go to work or not be paid and
be short on paying bills. Even parttime employees should get at least 7
sick days with pay. Most of us are in
a catch 22 situation. We are human
too and when viruses like H1N1, and
Mercer goes around we are the first
to get awfully sick, and risk contami-

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NY)
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– Tonya (NY)
My experience as an employee
and as a small business owner has
shown me that our culture is going in
a dangerous direction away from one
of the three tenets of the Declaration
of Independence: the pursuit of happiness. The pursuit of happiness is
a natural pursuit, as natural as life,
liberty, work, health, sickness, and
parenthood. Please do NOT support
those policies that go against our beloved Declaration and human nature.
Sickness is an unfortunate part of life
that must be allowed and accounted
for. Frankly, the fact that there is a
public discussion of whether paid
sick days should exist is shocking.
Let’s support those of us who are so
human as to get sick sometimes. Of
course paid sick days are a necessity in a free society, and, though it’s
difficult for employers to deal with at
times, we all know it.

– nick (NY)

NORTH CAROLINA

– Ana (NY)
I have no choice but to stay home
when my nine year old who has severe asthma gets sick. He needs close
monitoring even when he contracts
a head cold. More often than not his
breathing is a concern and he should
not be left in the hands of a babysitter. A parent needs to attend to a
sick child, especially ones which have
chronic medical conditions like asthma. A child’s condition can worsen
unexpectedly and may have to be
dealt with swiftly.

nating our family and those around
us. Simply because we can’t afford
to take a sick day or two. We need
sick days!!!

Studies show that children recover
faster when cared for by their parents.
The mere presence of parents shortens
a child’s hospital stay by 31%, reducing health care costs. Active parental
involvement in children’s hospital care
may head off future health care needs,
partly due to increased parental education and awareness. Paid Sick Days Are
Good for Children’s Health, Fact Sheet, The National Partnership for Women and Familes

I’m a single mother of two children
ages 2 and 1. I work for one of the
fast food chains. There are no sick
days. If one of my kids is ill or if I am
sick I can’t take off work. If I do, the
best that will happen is that I won’t
get paid, the worse is that I’ll lose my
job and sole source of income. My
boyfriend lives with me. He’s unemployed so he watches the kids while
I’m at work but there’s only one car,
so if they need to see a doctor it
would have to wait until I get home
from work which is frequently after
7:00 p.m.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NC)
This isn’t about me as it is about
my two kids. I have gotten so much
flack from former supervisors when I
have had to miss work to be home
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A single food borne outbreak could cost a single restaurant
up to $75,000 in direct costs, including clean-up, re-staffing,
restocking, settlements and regulatory sanctions. The cost of an
outbreak rises dramatically if it involves death or serious illness.
The indirect costs of a food borne illness outbreak for a chain
restaurant—including negative public opinion, which affects other
operations in a metropolitan area – can be up to $7 million.
Norman G. Marriott, Principles of Food Sanitation, 1999.

with a sick child. I find that to be
heartless and cold, and the stress it
puts on a parent is unfair and unwarranted.

– Elizabeth (NC)
I am fortunate enough to have
paid sick days and without them I
don’t know if I’d still have a job. My
daughter had 19 ear infections her
first 18 months of life and two surgeries. Our family would not have
been able to survive financially if I
hadn’t had this. I understand the
need for this more than anyone! People shouldn’t be punished for having families and families shouldn’t
be punished because they have to
work to live. Businesses should
own up and understand that without
the families that they care so little
about, around 75% of them would
not exist!!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NC)
When my children were small, I
had to lie and say I was sick in order
to get paid. I have friends who work
at a big retail store, that are punished
for taking sick days, even fired. It is
just insane to think you could lose
your job over an illness.

– nancy (NC)
Thank God that I have a very
understanding employer who grants
me sick days as well as the oppor-
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tunity to work from home if I or my
child gets sick. But that does not
mean I can’t sympathize with mothers and fathers who aren’t blessed
with that ability. Earlier this year I
read a blog post on the New York
Times website about this very issue
and it mentioned parents who would
lose their jobs if they didn’t show
up for work, leaving small children
home alone with sometimes heartwrenching consequences. What’s
good for employees is good for business which is good for the country.
Sick days for all are a no-brainer.

– Courtney (NC)
A few years back when my son
was only 1 year old, we both came
down with the flu within just a few
days of each other. Had my husband not had sick days to take off,
we would have been in dire need of
funds to pay our bills, he was able
to stay out of work a total of 7 days.
It’s a shame that some families agonize over staying home to take care
of their children (or in my case wife
also) because they won’t be paid,
and in turn having to sacrifice financial means to support their families!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NC)
I have a child with a developmental
disability who has some medical issues and a husband with cancer. I
recently took a new job and one of
the main reasons I switched was in

order to have paid sick leave and
the opportunity to be out and have
stability in my work place and in my
financial situation. I want this for everyone!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NC)
Paid sick days? I wouldn’t know
what those were. I am a mother of 5
now and they range from 21 years
old to 5 years old. I also have 2
grandchildren ages 3 and 18 months
old. I was 18 when I had my oldest
daughter with my ex-husband. He
and I struggled very much and I
can probably say financial problems
doomed us. We both worked full
time jobs, finished high school, and
had 3 children by the time I was 22
years old. I worked at a major hotel
chain in Palm Desert, CA and was
fired because I was pregnant. Even
before that, any job I did have I ended up losing because one of my kids
would get sick, and my husband
earned more but had no sick days,
so it had been decided I would be
the one to stay home, get written up
at work or get fired for being with my
sick child. It was just the way it was.
We didn’t get sick days. We weren’t
management; we were just young
adults who didn’t matter. Now at 39
years old, I have my daughter who is
21 years old and her 2 children living
here. Again, I am responsible to stay
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home with her children, and my 5
and 10 year old when they get sick.
She works at McDonalds for minimum wage since jobs are so scarce,
and my husband just started a new
job after 2 years of unemployment.
His job told him he gets 5 points.
Ohhh points sound exciting right?
Well they aren’t those kinds of points
(like the ones you give kids for doing
a good job). They are points for being late, calling in sick, and whatnot.
Staying home sick with your child
or grandchild would probably be
an auto fire, too. My daughter also
would love to stay home when her
kids are sick, but McDonalds has
109 people on their payroll so losing
her wouldn’t mean much to them.
Her husband is in the same position
as my husband. In fact, in the past
he worked for the City of Lenoir, and
spent one entire night at the ER with
his then 2-year-old son who had
asthma and pneumonia. He called
his work to tell them, they told him
not to come back. He was fired. So
how have sick days affected my
life as a mom and grandma? Judge
for yourself. You just read a couple
of instances, and what would and
has happened when my kids have
been sick. They say you need two
incomes to survive anymore, well
maybe so, but 2 incomes are hard
to keep when you get fired just for
being a good parent.

– Valerie (NC)
I am a single mother of 2 children.
I have been working at the same
job through a temporary service
for 1 year. Due to the economy the
company I am working for has been
unable to hire me on. They hope
to when things turn around. In the
meantime, I have no one to watch
my children when they are sick. I
get no child support and missing a
day’s work is a tremendous burden.
This affects the food in the house
and causes me so much stress as
a mother wanting to provide the necessities for her children.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (NC)
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NORTH DAKOTA
Sick days have helped me to stay
home when my children are sick AND
when I am sick. I have found that if
I stay home a day when I first get
sick, the time required to recover is
far less. At minimum, people should
not be penalized for having to stay
home due to sickness. I know of
some people who not only don’t get
paid, but get points knocked against
them for having to stay home due to
sickness.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (ND)

OHIO
All of our children get sick; sometimes we get sick after one of us out
of a family of four gets better. Usually
the kids bring it home, parents get it
and cannot go to work. No work, no
money. No money, big troubles. They
surely need paid sick days to help
motivate us to keep working for the
job we’re in. Incentives work, and
there are a lot of moms and dads who
can’t stay home with their kids, and
they are sick now also. Please consider our action. Thank you.

– LORI (OH)
Being an elementary teacher, I
was exposed to a lot of germs over
the years. Thankfully I could take days
when I felt something (mostly bronchitis) coming on. Staying home helped
me recuperate sooner and faster.
Plus I wouldn’t have to expose my
students to my germs which hopefully would keep them healthier in the
long run.

– ROBERT (OH)
I am a mother of two adult children
now, however, in the years that they
were in their infancy and toddler development and even pre-teen growth
and would be in a state of ill health, I
was fortunate to have a job that supplied me with P.T.O (paid time off – i.e.
sick days). Therefore, I am an advo-

cate in support of the plan to have the
bill passed where the mothers and fathers are given sick time benefits from
their employers. To deny this benefit
would be very painful to say the least.
We as single parents or parents with
disadvantages need the ability to stay
home with our sick children and not
have to worry about not getting paid
for not working. And, at the same
time, if we, the providers and care
givers of our families should become
sick, we should have the privilege to
stay home and get better in order to
rid ourselves of the disease that has
caused havoc in our health before we
return to our place of work. I stand in
agreement with all of the MomsRising
members in compiling this information to make a tremendous impact
before Congress in order to support
paid sick days. To God be the glory
and may we find healing and comfort
in everything we do, say, and think in
Jesus name. Thank you for allowing me to impart/share my thoughts.
I again hope we will make an honest
and just impact towards this goal of
continuing sick days in the workplace.
Be strong and be at peace all of you
MomsRising and you too Dads.

– Wahidah (OH)
My daughter has asthma/bronchitis, when she has a bout it normally
takes her 3 days just to feel better. My
job does not have a separate bank for
sick time, I have to stay home with her
to make sure she takes her medication properly. Paid sick days are good
for working families, for public health,
and for business. Paid sick days would
help contain health care costs through
prevention, early detection, and treatment of illness. With paid sick days,
families will not be forced to send
sick children to school where they will
likely infect classmates and teachers;
workers with paid sick days would not
spread illness to their co-workers and
customers. Providing paid sick days
turns out to be smart business too
because it increases employee morale, productivity at work and reduces
costly turnover.

– DORIS (OH)
MomsRising.org

I also have no paid sick days
and I have to come to work sick
because I too am living from pay
check to pay check. After being
laid off in the mortgage industry for
almost 2 years I have been working through a temp service at a
mortgage company/bank and have
been on my last assignment 11
months – no vacation days, no sick
days, no holiday pay. I am treated
as a second-class citizen in the
work force.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OH)
I have lost TWO jobs due to
this!! Every employer if you work
full or PART time should allow paid
sick time!! And not have to worry
about your own coverage!!!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OH)
I need paid sick days because I
am a mother of three and not having the option of being paid when
sick makes the decision to stay
home when unsure if you are sick
or not a very difficult one. I hate to
bring germs around my co-workers
and would never do so intentionally. However, the germs are usually already spread by the time I am
willing to take off in order to feel
better because I didn’t want to risk
taking off and feeling better and
losing the pay.

– Monica (OH)
I get paid sick days from my job
although I get penalized for taking
them and if I take them on more
than 7 occasions I get fired. In spite
of that, I could not afford to take off
sick without pay and I think everyone should get paid sick time.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OH)
I am fortunate to have paid
personal days I can use for myself
or for any other reason – children,
grandchildren. My daughter lost a
job because of no sick days and
her son had the regular flu, fevers,
etc. and the daycare wouldn’t allow
him to attend (as is should be). It
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MomsRising members in Baltimore flex their Supermuscles for family-friendly policies.

makes if very hard on families and
devastating for single parents.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OH)
As a former 2nd grade teacher
who had a classroom full of sick kids
every winter, I can assure you that –
in my experience – the #1 reason I
heard their parents say they had to
send their sick children to school was
because they couldn’t miss work or
couldn’t find someone else to watch
their child who was sick.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OH)
Even though I am a highly educated professional, I work part-time
so that I can better balance my family
and work. I work for a local municipal
government – one where everyone
thinks we all get outrageous benefits. Well, my benefits as a part-time

worker ARE outrageous – because I
don’t get any! I do not have access
to health care or paid time off, including sick time. When I take a sick day
or stay home with a sick child, I do
not get paid. My employer has over
8,000 employees and I’m even in a
union, yet I still do not receive paid
time off. So, guess what – I come to
work sick. I had strep throat a couple
weeks ago but came to work anyhow
because I couldn’t afford the unpaid
time off. It doesn’t take a policy analyst (which I am) to figure out that
when people don’t get sick time, they
come to work sick and expose large
groups of people to illness. EVERYONE gets sick. EVERYONE needs
paid sick days.

– AMY (OH)
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I get paid time off for sick leave
however my husband does not. He
works a 60+ work week. Since he is
the “bread winner,” when he is sick
he has to take the time unpaid. Losing just one day is a big hit to his paycheck. When he sprained his ankle
he was out 3 days without pay and it
was not great. He only gets one week
vacation after working for 3 years and
gets PTO which is not “paid time off”
but is personal time off and is not
paid. He gets no “sick” time off. If
it happens that he exhausts those
hours allotted he gets written up
with possible termination. Last year
he was out one week with swine flu.
He received no pay and used up his
PTO, then got his letter.

get ready and take to daycare in the
morning. I ended up working parttime for the better part of the next 20
years, as I could not handle a full-time
schedule. When I came back to work
full time, I was astonished to find that
paid sick time wasn’t a part of many
people’s hiring packages. So, in essence, we’ve gone backward, rather
than forward as a working society. It
was hard enough for me, even with
paid sick time; I can’t imagine how I
would have been otherwise. Jobless, I
assume. Sad.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OK)
A young MomsRising member helps
her mom at a rally in Washington, D.C.

– Danyelle (OH)
I no longer work, but when I did
work and my sons were sick, it was
me that had to stay home with them
because I wasn’t being paid as much
as my husband. I never got sick pay.
We had to rely on my husband’s pay
check to fill in the days I had to miss
because my sons were sick. We had to
go without things to make up for what
I would have gotten if I did receive sick
pay. It is very hard on parents who
don’t receive sick pay. The medicine
alone cost a lot, then you miss 1 maybe 2-3 days without sick pay. That all
adds up. If I took too many days then
my job was questioned. I was threatened that I would lose my job. I had to
make a decision, who was more important. My job or my sons?

– Brenda (OH)
I have worked many years as a
home-health aide. I work for a big
agency. In the home health care field
most aides are temps no matter how
many hours they work. Many aides
work 40 - 50 hours a week. We do
not have sick days. The official policy
is stay home from assignment only if
you have a fever over 101 degrees. I
think this is negligent since we work
with medically fragile people. Most
of the workers I know go to work as
long as they can put one foot in front
of the other. They can’t risk losing a
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day’s pay since they live so close to
the financial edge. We don’t receive
any type of health benefits either. So
if you are sick there is no easy path
to a doctor.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OH)

OKLAHOMA
When I was 20, I became very ill.
I had a 9-5 job, and ended up using all my sick days (10 days/year.)
When I was called into the EVPs office for being absent too much, I told
him: “Through no fault of my own, my
body is not able to fight illness; therefore, I’m sick a lot.” Then I asked him,
“What if I was absent a lot because I
had a drug or alcohol problem?” He
said there were work programs for
those. And I said, “And yet, there is
no work program for someone who
wants to work but does not put anything into her body to make her sick?”
He put me on temporary part-time
until I could get better. Of course, I
lost a lot of pay, but my health was
more important. Just two years later,
I became pregnant with twins. With a
new EVP at the helm, I was watched
every day to see if I was late. Even
though others were late routinely,
I was singled out, because it was
known I had two two-month olds to

I am working part time at a small
grocery store which is the only place
I could find work in my small town.
While I am basically working full time I
have no way of earning paid sick days
or even an un-paid sick day. I have a
10-month-old son who a while ago
had complications with his breathing.
I had no way to plan on when he was
going to get sick, but my employer
expected me to give him a weeks notice so I could take off for the many
doctors appointments and hours that
it took to get my baby well. Needless
to say my employer wasn’t too happy
about me taking off so I had to work
out a deal with him just so I wouldn’t
get fired. I ended up working double
shifts on the days when my husband
could take off from work. I need this
job but, if it comes between my son
and my job I will have to find another
way to earn money.

– Brittany (OK)
As a teacher, I’ve often had sick
students whose parents refused to
come get them because they couldn’t
leave work. As a parent, I’ve been frustrated because I know my child is being exposed to disease needlessly at
school. One week after school started
this year, my daughter came home with
the flu because of sick children in the
classroom. Parents need to be able to
care for the children without losing pay
or losing their jobs. Otherwise there is
no way to control disease.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OK)
MomsRising.org

I have paid sick days, my husband does not. I am the only one
that can take off when our daughter is sick. When my husband gets
sick, we just have to bite the bullet
and take a cut in our paycheck. He
was sick last month and we were
out $150.00. He had a stomach virus, you can’t go to work and spend
your time in the bathroom, running
to the bathroom or worried about
not making it to the bathroom, he
had to stay home!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OK)

offered seven paid
sick days a year,
our national
economy would
experience a

net savings of

$8.1 billion

OREGON
I couldn’t afford to take time
off to have my baby so I used my
paid sick time and vacation. I am
the sole support of my family and if
I had not had paid sick time I don’t
know what we would have done.

– Stacey (OR)
When my 3 children were young,
I was a single mother. Getting a job
that paid over minimum wage was
hard enough (never mind that I had
some college and experience), and
rarely health benefits. The stress of
trying to support my family and be a
“good” mother caused my health to
deteriorate to the point that degenerative diseases took over and I’ve
been disabled for the last half of my
adult life. Day care was sketchy and
none allowed sick children, forcing
me to take days off and put my job
in jeopardy. Due to that stress I lost
the ability to be a productive citizen
and have to depend on government
assistance for my survival. Mothers are crucial to civilization and
deserve to be treated with respect
for what they do for society. Without support (paid sick days, good
child care, health care for their families, etc.) society will collapse and
we see that happening everywhere
in our country. Wouldn’t it be more
cost-effective to give appropriate
help to the family before there are
serious problems that could have
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If workers were

per year
due to increased
productivity and
reduced turnover.
Vicky Lovell, Valuing Good Health: An Estimate of
Costs and Savings for the Healthy Families Act,
Institute of Women’s Policy Research, 2005.

been prevented? Paid sick leave is
a step in the right direction.

– Sandra (OR)
As a single mom having to pay
health insurance coverage for my
kids and myself, it has not been easy.
My kids come first just because I
can’t afford to go to the doctor myself due to a very high deductible.
My employer is family owned so their
family comes first at the cost of mine.
They cut our benefits for the sake of
the business (I understand but...) and
with NO raise in 5 years. I make too
much (barely) to qualify for help and
I can’t find another job because I will
then be at the top of the “next-to-belaid-off list.” I do have sick days but
any day now they can take that away
too. Then where will I be?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OR)
My former employer was more
than happy to send me home if I was

sick, but if it was my daughter who
was sick, there were repercussions.
Every time I had to leave work to care
for my child, I would come back to
a job that wasn’t exactly as I left it.
My daughter had the flu for a few
days and I had to stay home. When
I came back to work, my boss had
taken accounts receivable away from
my job duties. The next time I had to
stay home with my daughter, I came
back to have part of my payables
taken away. It was horrible.

– Jennifer (OR)
I have great insurance and benefits that provide paid days for family illness – a benefit that would have
been helpful when my children were
younger. I’m a school psychologist
and every day I work with families
who are in danger of losing their jobs
if they need to miss work when their
children are ill. This forces parents to
send their children to school when
they are ill, which in turn increases
the likelihood that contagious illness
will spread like wildfire. It is absolutely ludicrous for parents to have to
worry about job security and/or the
risk of having a reduced paycheck in
order to care for an ill child. Give our
working families the dignity of being
able to be good parents.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OR)
I couldn’t have managed without
paid sick days as a working mother
of 2. The families I care for as a nurse
practitioner would be happier, less
stressed and healthier if paid sick
days were a reality. I support family
friendly practices such as these. It
costs to keep us well, this is money
well spent.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OR)
I already have paid sick leave
days. I am a teacher, and I am thankful to my union which has worked
hard for my benefits. I took sick leave
for myself this past year when I had
a high fever that lasted five days, and
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when I had some other fever-based
illness that caused me to lose my
voice for another three days (thankfully, both of those included weekend days). When my daughter was
sick, my husband, who also works
for my school district, and I took alternate days to care for her. I am so
thankful to have good health care
and also paid sick leave, because
the loss of income would have been
a real hit to our family.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OR)
As a human resources manager, I’ve seen too many “walking
wounded” at work, spreading germs
and creating more of an attendance
problem by infecting others than if
they’d stayed home for a day.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (OR)

PENNSYLVANIA
Paid sick days allow me to share
the physical and emotional care for
my mother with my siblings. Each of
us spends some time each week to
help our mother with her diabetes
and mild disability. This is so she
can stay in her comfortable home of
40 years and not end up in an institutional “care” corporation.

– Joseph (PA)
I am a social worker and many
times when my children were young,
I had to juggle my part time work
schedule if they were sick. My exhusband and I often had jobs with
no benefits or sick time so one of
us would have to sacrifice pay to
stay home, find a friend or relative
to take them or go without money to
care for a sick child. Not only was
it emotionally stressful, it was financially difficult. I do not understand
why such a wonderful country cannot provide ALL of its workforce with
sick time or flex scheduling. I understand that there are certain jobs
that make such an option difficult
but many of us face difficult choices
between caring for our sick children
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MomsRising members in North Carolina prepare to deliver baby onesies to state
legislators.

or other family members and making enough to pay our bills.

– Jenny (PA)
As a working mom and a family doctor providing medical advice
to parents and local schools, I know
that kids staying home with viral respiratory symptoms are essential to
reducing the disease burden in the
community. Paid sick time for everyone, including parents, is essential to
community health.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)
I am retired now but worked in
a welfare-to-work program. I have
seen good plans fall apart because
of sick kids and sick moms not having the flexibility to do what is right
and healthy during illness.

ents cannot take the time off to stay
home with them. Not only does this
put all of the other students at risk,
but the sick child cannot learn to his/
her full potential. No family should
have to choose between the wellbeing of their children and employment!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)
As a Waiter, I only get paid when
I show up to work, and food service
is a job where no one wants to know
you’re sick. I don’t receive health insurance at my job, and am lucky to
have been healthy for the past year
and a half. I don’t know what my
job will be when I do have kids, but
it would be extremely comforting to
know that I can care for them and
myself when the need arises.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)

I am lucky enough to have paid
sick days that accumulate year after
year. Since I had my daughter, I realized how invaluable those days are
since she is sick a lot. As a school
teacher, I see students coming to
school very sick because their par-

Yes, paid sick days would absolutely help. I am an incredibly reliable worker, but because I am afraid
of losing my job if I miss even one
day, I will go to work sick. I have multiple jobs, both in “high-risk” areas
in terms of health – restaurants and
schools – but I don’t feel like I cannot
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come to work because I depend on
the pay as well as the employment
security.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)
I have been fired for having to take a
day off from work to go to the doctor.
I have been fired for not being able to
come in to work due to illness (yes, the
flu – even that’s not enough to miss
work). I work my ass off at every job I
have ever had, but this doesn’t seem
to matter when it comes time for me
to need a day for my health. This is not
fair. Not only that, but if I do actually
get a day off without losing my job, I
have to worry that I won’t be able to
pay all of my bills due to lost wages on
the day off. Doctors aren’t open during off-work hours (nights and weekends, for me), so I have no choice but
to take time off from work. Those of
us who work very hard day in and day
out just to survive, should have basic
rights – we cannot control getting sick,
or our kids getting sick. What the hell
are we supposed to do?

– Lara (PA)
Although I have some sick time
each year, I am not permitted to use
this time for my children or their doctor’s appointments. I work for an
educational organization – one that
supports children’s special education
needs – and yet we the employees are
not supported as parents. Many of
my coworkers have been humiliated
and disciplined for taking sick time
“against policy.” Too many times I and
my coworkers come to school sick,
because many of our students are
sent to school sick day after day – and
we have to portion out our sick days
in order to use them when desperately
needed. How frustrating that we live in
a country which, at face value, claims
to honor family, children, and the experience of being a person – yet, when
push comes to shove, we are denied
the support we need (inclusive healthcare/dental/vision, paid maternity/paternity leave, and sick time) to create a
healthy community.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)
MomsRising.org

All parents need paid sick days
because nothing is more important
than the health and well-being of the
children we have brought into the
world. No parent should be forced
to choose between a paycheck and
their child. Especially when a paycheck is, in many cases, desperately
needed for food, shelter and other necessities. I am fortunate to have paid
sick days and a well-paying job with
incredible benefits. But all of these

“Although I have
some sick time
each year, I am
not permitted to
use this time for my
children or their
doctor’s appointments. I work for
an educational
organization... yet
we the employees
are not supported
as parents.”
MomsRising Member,
Pennsylvania

advantages still come at a price – my
employer expects extreme commitment to my job and I am often afraid
to take a sick day for my daughter for
fear of losing my job or getting cut
to part time and losing my healthcare
benefits. Being a working parent,
whether you’re a single parent or a
two-income family, is not easy.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)
I feel I must speak out about earning paid sick leave. Especially since
I’m a single mother. My oldest is now
out of the house so I’m down to two

but even with them I would be dead
without paid sick leave. As a matter of fact, most of my annual leave
is used for them as well. Between
true illness and doctor and dental
appointments, I would not be able
to survive without paid sick leave.
There may be night and weekend appointments with a few doctors but
those are normally booked a month
or longer in advance. So if one has
an emergency you have no choice
but to use sick leave. When I’m sick I
normally have to drag myself to work
as I save it for my children.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (PA)

RHODE ISLAND
I get 6 paid sick/personal days per
year that I have to use for sick time,
personal days, bereavement etc. I
also have a 4 year old that is at the
preschool age and if he picks up a
bug for a few days, half my paid time
is knocked out within a week. I work
for “corporate America” in a Fortune
500 company and every year have to
lose pay, or drag myself into work if I
actually get sick!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (RI)
As a primary care physician, I can
confidently say that for many parents, worrying about lost wages forces them to go to work when they are
ill. Paying for sick days would help
parents stay home when ill and help
prevent the spread of H1N1.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (RI)
I’m grateful that I’m lucky
enough to presently be in a singleincome two-parent household. We
have four kids! Believe me, there are
many times when someone needs to
be at home for health reasons. When
I was one of two incomes in the two
income family, kid-sick days were a
nightmare. I was grateful that I was
able to use my vacation time, to a
certain extent, to care for sick chil-
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dren. But it caused friction at work. I
didn’t lose my job over it, but it made
many people upset. Also, I had my
own sick time available (part of the
vacation/sick pool of time off), so
I’m grateful that I didn’t have to risk
infecting other people when I was
sick. People NEED to be able to take
some small bits of time off when they
are sick or their children are sick.

Thankfully, I am one of the lucky
ones whose company does give paid
sick leave. I have been working for
this (very small) company for 8 years
so I am entitled to 40 hours sick pay
each year. I have two school-aged
daughters so when they need to
stay home from school because of a

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (RI)

SOUTH CAROLINA
When my kids’ babysitter gets
sick, I have to take off work to care
for them. If I didn’t have paid sick
days, I would have to take those
days off unpaid, and with the state
of our finances right now, not getting
paid even for a day or two is a scary
prospect.

– Laura (SC)
My husband only receives one
paid week of leave per year and no
sick leave and we can’t afford for
him to ever have a short paycheck.
I am so thankful that I work at a
state agency which provides up to 3
weeks of sick leave and 3 weeks of
annual leave per year so that I can
stay home when our child is sick or
take him to the doctor without wondering how we’ll survive without that
day’s pay. However, it would help me
with my job if my husband was able
to share in the sick day duty – and it
would allow better bonding between
my son and his dad too. But for now
I just have to be thankful for what I
have – and hope that my husband
doesn’t get sick or injured!

– Martha (SC)
I have worked in a corporate
setting and even to not show up for
work on a holiday was discouraged.
To not show up for work because
my child was sick was considered
an unbearable burden on the corporation. Where have ‘family values’
gone?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (SC)
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The burden of
inadequate paid
sick leave and
paid sick family

sickness, the sick pay my company
gives me is a Godsend! Unfortunately, I end up going to work when I am
sick because I do need the time to
stay home with my girls when they
become ill but I am still extremely
thankful for the time my company
gives me!

– Jayna (SC)
I am a single mom of two girls. Everything that affects them seems
to come in twos. Tonsillectomy. Illnesses. Etc. It is hard to make ends
meet with the economy the way it
is, and taking any source of income
away would take stability from my
children.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (SC)

leave falls heaviest
on mothers. Given
current norms of
care giving, they
are more likely to
need to stay home
with a sick family
member than
fathers, yet mothers
are less likely than
fathers to have any
paid time off, and
those who do have
some paid leave
have fewer weeks
of paid time off
than dads.
Vicky Lovell, No Time to be Sick: Why Everyone
Suffers When Workers Don’t Have Paid Sick Days,
Institute of Women’s Policy Research, 2004

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sick days help prevent you from
losing that low paying job that barely
helps to pay the bills! But, at least
you’re working. When you can’t stay
home with a sick child, it has been
suggested to me to bring that child
to work with you. How ludicrous, to
spread more disease!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (SD)
Paid sick leave helps. Sadly,
there’s too much pressure to keep on
working in spite of personal illness.
But stay home with the kids? Nearly
impossible to put bread on the table
at the same time.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (SD)

TENNESSEE
Paid sick days are a vital asset to
the health of America. We talk about
rising health care costs but paid sick
days are a vital asset to helping lower
those costs. We don’t need to go to
school or work getting others sick
and starting an epidemic. The sick
need to be cared for properly and
with the right attention.

– Alan (TN)
MomsRising.org

I do not have sick days at work.
Anytime I call in sick, not only do I
lose pay, but I get a demerit point!
Rack up 4 points, and I will be suspended without pay for up to 3 days!
Of course, the managers are on salary, and can call in and still get paid.
Yet they do not seem to think it is important for the hourly employees to
have the same privilege.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TN)
When my children were young,
I was told by my boss that my job
came before everything else. I used
to have to take a butt chewing if I
needed to miss work because one of
them was sick. It got to the point to
where I had to take the kids to work
with me sick and try to get the essential work done before I could take
them to the doctor and then home.
And, of course, I didn’t get paid for
those days, either. I used to go into a
blind panic any time one of the kids
got sick because I knew I was going to hear, once again, how my job
came before anything else and I certainly couldn’t afford to quit my job.
Doing that would have meant living
on the street.

– Valorie (TN)
My 3 children are grown now but
when they were small, I worked fulltime for lawyers. When my youngest
had double pneumonia (age 2-1/2), I
was admonished and almost fired for
missing 3 days of work. Seven years
later (different lawyers, different city)
when she was feverish with a strep
throat, I again was threatened with
job loss and coerced into leaving her
alone for a half day. I am still troubled
by that memory. I should have just let
them fire me. U.S. businesses that
don’t expand their sick leave policy
to include urgently needed care for
immediate family members should
be required to identify themselves as
family-unfriendly, because that’s the
reality and their clientele need to be
so informed up front. This is as bad
as sweat shop behavior.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TN)
MomsRising.org

MomsRising Members in Massachusetts created tissue dolls to represent people
who couldn’t be there in person for a Paid Sick Days Rally.

To think and/or believe families
can continue to work without “sick
paid days” is not only a utopia, but
a social injustice. We have a growing
number of single head families, taking care of more than just one child.
What are we to do when one child
gets sick? Chances are the family will not get sick all at once – why
should we decide between spreading germs, going to work sick (and
get everyone else sick too) just so we
can keep on earning a check or not
risk any corrective action, thus leading to losing our jobs?! It’s time for
change. I’m sick and tired of this type
of social discrimination and injustice.
Why should we be penalized and victimized for having a family, working
and do right?

– Silvia (TN)
After raising two children as
a full-time working mother, I now
am working at home and have the
flexibility to take care of my youngest child when he is ill. I remember
all too well the panic I felt when my
children had a virus or fever that just
had to be waited out at home. Another problem that comes with work-

ing moms is that no matter what my
children ending up having, I felt that
I had to take them to the doctor the
first day they were sick. I didn’t have
time to wait a few days before going
to see the doctor. I would just hope
it was treatable with an antibiotic so
they wouldn’t be contagious for more
than 24 hours. It was a stressful and
guilt-laden way to live – but unfortunately necessary for many of us.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TN)
I am retail store manager and my
company provides me with 3 paid
sick days a year and 3 personal days
a year and my husband is a foreman in an electrical company and his
company does not provide sick days
or personal days. So if our little one is
sick it gets very tricky because I have
to get someone to cover my shift
so I can use one of my sick days. If
I can’t get anyone to cover my shift
that means my husband has to take
off work to take care her; most of the
time, if my mother-in-law is available
she’ll take care of her so we can make
our living. If I am sick, very often I
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don’t call in sick to save those sick
days in case I have to take care of my
family and work right through by just
taking symptom relievers. Yes, I think
sick days and personal days would
really help.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TN)
I’ve worked in companies where
we had paid sick days and have
worked in companies where we did
not. The contrast between the two is
clear. At an office where there are no
paid sick days, employees are afraid
to take off work to let themselves
heal, or they are unable to take time
off because they can’t afford to. They
bring sickness into the office and infect other employees. The sickness
travels throughout the office, affecting production and morale. At an office where there are paid sick days, a
person is more likely to call in on the
first day they become ill which provides two benefits. First, if a person
gets the rest they need early in sickness, they will often feel better much
faster. Secondly, that person isn’t
spreading illness to their co-workers
and their co-workers families. It’s a
win-win situation for both employees and employers, and it’s such a
*simple* action we can take.

– April (TN)
I need paid sick days because it
is the right thing for an employer to
offer. I have been in need of a surgery to correct a congenital defect.
Because we are not offered any sick
time I have been unable to have
the surgery which leaves me in severe pain on a daily basis. I actually
worked for 5 straight days with appendicitis because I am not offered
paid sick days... by the end of the
week it was no longer an option as
my appendix had ruptured and I was
rushed into emergency surgery. I
was not paid for the days I missed
and had to return to work 2 weeks
before I was supposed to so that I
could financially provide for my family! I also am unable to stay at home
with my children when they are sick.
I either have to rely on my mother or
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86% of the public favors legislation that would mandate seven paid sick days per
year for all employers, according to study sponsored by the Public Welfare Fund in
collaboration with the National Partnership of Women and Families. Even when the
public is asked about mandating nine paid sick days per year, 71% still support the
proposed legislation. The study found that paid sick days legislation enjoys deep
public support across all demographics and political leanings, including large majorities of Republicans as well as Democrats.

neighbor/friend. It would be nice to
be at home with MY child when he
is not feeling well and just wants his
mommy! You don’t know how hard it
is until you have an angelic face looking at you with such sadness as you
tell him “mommy HAS to go to work”.
Thankfully, I have just been offered a
position with an employer who values
its employees and not only offers vacation time, but sick time too – they
also are family friendly!

– Tracy (TN)

I am a small business owner; I own
an auto upholstery shop where I do
most of the labor and everything
else. I have a 3-year-old toddler in
daycare. My child brings things home
often from school and the whole family gets sick. Since I work for myself
when I get sick no one helps me recover the loss of income. My customers get put on hold, I don’t get
paid and all of it affects what I bring
home on a monthly basis. Missing
one day of work is detrimental to my
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business. I can’t afford to get sick
but I also have to afford to have my
child in daycare. The cost of daycare
is the second largest expense for
us and very close to the cost of our
mortgage. I wish there was more help
available for people in my situation.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TN)

send the kids to school after giving them Tylenol, hoping they could
make it through the day. What a
guilty feeling that leaves many years
afterwards. The school nurse would
phone and I’d have to go pick the
child up anyway and miss the day’s
pay.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)

TEXAS
I am a foreman, in commercial construction, and sick days are unheard
of. I am also a single father of twins.
It costs me greatly to miss a day to
take care of one of my kids, financially, as well as my standing with my
employer.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)
Having paid sick days allows me
to take days off when I am severely ill
and contagious and not have to worry about not being able to pay for my
children’s meals or for the bills.

– Deanna (TX)
I do have paid sick days and I don’t
know how I would make it without
them. My 4-year-old daughter has
asthma and constant ear infections.
The cold and flu season is always
hard for her especially with her having asthma. Every mother needs to
have paid sick leave.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)
When I get sick, many times, we
have to choose which bills we can
“afford” not to pay. The lack of sick
days is the main reason my husband
and I have chosen to wait to have children... we’re scared that neither one
of us could afford the time off work
when the little ones must stay home.
Sick time should be required of employers to offer to ensure a healthy
workforce... and healthy children.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)
Don’t know what I would have
done without paid sick days. When
I didn’t have that advantage, I would
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I need paid sick days because my
daughter has severe, chronic, debilitating migraines, as well as Postural
Orthostatic Tachycardia (POTS).
Both of these conditions result in frequent fainting spells. Her migraines
are always accompanied by severe
bouts of vomiting. So, even though
she was a junior in high school last
year, she needed me to be with her
when she was ill. I’m a single Mom;
without paid sick days, I would’ve
likely wound up on welfare because
of the number of sick days I had to
take. Fortunately, at my job, I have
paid leave and a supportive supervisor and colleagues. I sincerely feel
for Moms who are in my position who
don’t have this support. Even parents of older children need paid sick
days to care for their loved ones.

– Jennifer (TX)
As a parent of two kids and one
of them with a mental health disorder, I have learned to value the paid
time off my company has for me to
earn. I’ve been a faithful employee
for 7 years and having PTO is one of
the reasons I’ve made it to this point.
I also work with families whose children have mental health diagnoses.
So many of the single parents, especially, have lost jobs because
they were forced to take days off
when their children were too ill to attend school or when they were having mental health challenges and
couldn’t attend school. These parents had to be with their children at
these times of stress and as a society we need to build in a way for
these parents not to be penalized
because their kids are sick.

– Barbara (TX)

I have been laid off in the past due
to not being able to come to work
because of a sick child. Child care
centers state that if your child has a
fever over 100 degrees the child is
not allowed to go to day care for that
day, even if you have your child’s
prescriptions. In the event that your
child is out for a week due to being
ill, and you have no other alternatives for child care (i.e., no family or
reliable support systems), you are
surely to be fired. It’s not fair to single mothers.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)
My husband’s employer offers
a benefit called back-up care, which
is a fabulous option to be able to call
a care provider to stay with a child
who is sick. Unfortunately, they can’t
always line up care on short notice
(like when my 4 year old wakes up at
3 am with a raging fever). We don’t
live near family and are new to town...
what other options are there than one
of us taking off work or sending the
child to school heavily medicated?
Paid sick leave could even be considered a homeland security issue
(remember all the swine flu hype?!)!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)
Thank God I have paid sick days! I
work as a receptionist for a non-profit that values family and recognizes
the importance of paid sick days. If
I didn’t have them I don’t know what
I would do. I am a single mom and
my income is just enough to get us
through. My daughter is almost 3 and
exposed to a myriad of illnesses at
daycare (and she is in a very good
and clean daycare). Anything from
a simple cold to pink eye and strep
throat and, as a policy, the daycare
will not accept her back until she has
been on antibiotics (when required)
for AT LEAST 24 to 48 hours. Since I
have no family or close friends here in
Ft. Worth this means that every time
she gets an ear infection or some
other illness where antibiotics are re-
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quired I HAVE to stay home with her.
Without paid sick days I don’t know
what I would do.

– Waleska (TX)
I’ve worked at my job for 23
years. I have never really been sick
until the past 2 years. I had to have a
pacemaker installed for a damaged
heart muscle and a partial knee replacement a year later. Without the
hours I have earned for sick leave,
my husband and I would have been
financially devastated.
What a
blessing my sick leave hours have
been for us.

– Gina (TX)
I am now employed with good
benefits. It has been wonderful
working for this company because
everyone on up to the boss has children. What my children have to do
or when my children get sick is never a problem with my job. I think this
is so because my boss can relate to
my situation because he is a parent.
He understands that my children are
important to me just like his are to
him. In my previous job there were
issues when I called in sick. I had the
time, there is no doubt about that,
but when I did take a sick day I was
told that it had to be scheduled???
Go figure. Having earned sick days
has been the best thing ever for me.
I don’t have to use vacation time to
take care of my children should they
become ill. Let’s face it, stuff happens and the less stress or strain on
an employee having to worry about
losing their jobs because someone
is sick tends to make employees
more loyal because they are grateful
for the benefits. In the end you have
a happier workplace.

– ApriL (TX)
It’s a mother’s job first to care
for herself and then her children and
husband when they are sick. It’s unconscionable to not afford families
the financial support they need to
survive these events. My daughter
suffers from two fatal chronic ill-
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nesses, and it’s bad enough that her
illness often negatively impacted my
physical and emotional health, and
the perceived value I had to an employer, but to pay a financial cost, as
well is too burdensome. I had some

According to a
cost-benefit
analysis of
federal legislation
that would require
employers to
offer paid sick days
by the Institute for
Women’s Policy
Research, it would
cost employers
$3.04 per worker
per week for all
wage and salary
workers. This is far
outweighed by
the benefits. The
total savings for
employers alone
for all wage and
salary workers is
$4.21 per week.
Vicky Lovell, No Time to be Sick: Why Everyone
Suffers When Workers Don’t Have Paid Sick Days,
Institute of Women’s Policy Research, 2004

sick days but I used them all for my
daughter and often went to work
sick.

– Cheryl (TX)
I am a single Mom who works at
least 10-12 hours a day. This is just
so that I can keep my lights on and a
roof over our heads and food on the
table. When my child is sick and I
have no one to leave her with I have
to take off work, which goes toward
my “PTO” – this is sick time and vacation time all rolled into one. So, I
am usually in the red by the middle
of the year if we both get sick. Which
means that if for the rest of the year,
nobody gets sick we are doing great.
However, if one of us gets sick and I
have to take off work, I lose pay. That
means I have to not pay someone
come payday. Who should it be???
The electric company, the water
company, the mortgage company,
or not buy groceries until next payday? So... YES, paid sick days help
tremendously!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)
I am an RN and mother of 2 grade
schoolers. Paid sick days are critical
to moms in the healthcare industry
because in addition to the concern
of “who will watch my kids?” we also
must consider that going to work
sick, or even carrying the germs of
our sick children on our clothes, puts
the lives of our patients in very real
danger. But to take that gamble becomes necessary in this economy if
we are not allowed paid sick days.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)
I am a mom and a public health epidemiologist. It is difficult to control
the spread of disease when people
are unable to follow recommendations because they don’t have sick
time off of work. Social distancing is
a key control measure for influenza
pandemics before a vaccine is available – but how can we adequately
enact it if people can’t stay home? As
a mom, I don’t want my healthy child
sitting next to a sick child whose par-
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ents couldn’t get off work to keep her
home. That puts MY child and every
other child in the class at risk. As an
employee, I don’t want my coworkers coming to work sick and infecting
me.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (TX)

UTAH
I currently have a seasonal position with an insurance provider. It’s
rather ironic that I don’t have insurance benefits at this time. It scares
me even more that I don’t have sick
days available to me either as a result of my position. I don’t know what
I would do if either I or my son got
sick. Perhaps my husband could use
the few sick days he has left to take
care of our son, but I fear what would
happen to our finances if something
happened to me. We are barely recovering from me having been out of
work, without unemployment benefits. In other words, I simply can’t
afford to be sick and neither can anyone in my family. Other industrialized
countries provide these benefits as
a standard. It’s time to do the right
thing America!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (UT)
I’m so thankful to have paid sick
days. There are many parents that
go to our daycare who do not get
paid sick days and do not have any
other way of having their child cared
for while they work except for daycare, so they bring them sick. This in
turn exposes the rest of the children,
and they in turn become sick. If parents were given paid sick leave they
would not have to take their child to
school/daycare sick to infect others and we would not have so many
colds and flues going around.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (UT)
I have very serious concerns for
people that do not have the opportunity to accrue and use paid sick
days. Every winter, it happens exactly the same way... A co-worker will
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get sick and instead of staying home
until they are no longer contagious,
they will come into work feeling terrible simply because they cannot afford to be sick. As a result, not only
does their performance suffer causing an un-ending cycle of workflow
back-up, but more importantly, they
are willing to contaminate the rest of
their co-workers, their co-worker’s
families, their customers and their
customer’s family. The virus will circulate my office for four miserable
months, because people will not
stay home when they are contagious
if it will have a negative financial impact. It infuriates me to think of how
many times my daughter and I will be
sick this winter, because I know that
my workplace will breed and circulate every virus my co-workers and
customers contract because they
cannot afford to stay home. How
many of my sick days will be used
unnecessarily? How upset will my
employer be at my attendance and
performance? How many days of
school will my daughter miss? How
many valuable classroom lessons
will she lose crucial participation in?
And how many times will her principal call to express her concern
for my daughter’s absences? My
daughter missed a total of 1/5th of
a school year last year due to winter viruses. As a result she missed a
very significant amount of the school
curriculum. This year, my daughter
is repeating the same grade, as the
school, nor I, were confident that
she would be successful this year in
a new curriculum given how much
she had missed due to the numerous days she spent at home with a
fever, with a persistent and aggressive cold or flu, or with nausea. My
co-pays for doctor’s visits and prescription antibiotics reach crippling
heights during the winter, and with
the new changes to health care coverage, I will now pay an additional
$250 dollars before my daughter or I
can even receive medical services. It
is devastating! My health care costs
during those 4 months of cold and
flu season will be the equivalent of

MORE THAN 1/3 of my bills for those
4 months. I will be at LEAST 33%
more likely to be consumed by debt
during those 4 months that may take
me YEARS to recover from. As if this
recession were not difficult enough,
we now have to worry about how we
will afford to keep our families and
selves healthy during a time that viruses run rampant. I work 40+ hours
a week and am a single mom, and
still am below poverty level income.
Who is going to pay for my and my
daughter’s medical expenses this
year? Food, shelter, transportation,
education and maintaining a job
that can provide those necessities
will always have to be my first priorities and responsibilities as a parent.
Please tell me how you suggest I will
survive cold and flu season this winter, and who is going to pay for it???

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (UT)

VERMONT
My son suffers from severe migraines and was just diagnosed with
Celiac Disease. He was quite ill all
winter between the two problems. If
I hadn’t had sick days I would have
had nothing to live on. There were
some weeks I was out with him two
to three days each week. We already live on my $14.00 an hour job
for myself and two kids. We would
be homeless.

– Joanna (VT)
I’m very lucky to have ten paid
sick days per year. As a para-educator working with children with
special needs, it is vitally important
that I be able to take care of myself
so that I can take care of children!
Without my paid sick time, I would
be (financially) required to go to work
sick, where I could easily infect the
youngsters in my care. Is that really
the risk we want to take in an age of
H1N1?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (VT)
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I need paid sick days because I
work at one of the high schools in
my county. People are always sending sick kids to school no matter how
old they are. It is too easy to get sick
from kids. Without paid sick time, I
would be staying at work passing
the same illness to my co-workers
that the kids pass to us. I work in the
library so I see all of the students not
just one class room.

– Deb (VT)
I have had experience when being
absent from work was cause for being fired although they gave another
reason to cover themselves. I’ve also
worked for the Board of Education
where we get 10 sick and personal
days but the pressure is always on
as to how your absence compromises others. I was a single Mom
with small children and I understand
fully that all parents need to be paid
if they have to be out to take care of
a sick child. It’s a no brainer.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (VT)
As a teacher, I earn paid sick
days. However, many of the parents
of my students do not. As a result,
those students come to school sick,
risking the health of all in the building – staff as well as other students.
Sick children in the classroom cause
disruption and prevent other children from learning. Sick teachers
likewise cause disruption in learning.
Even if sick teachers stay home, the
children do not learn as effectively
from a substitute as they would from
their regular teacher. Paid sick days
should be a basic right of all workers.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (VT)

VIRGINIA
Before I became a full-time
mom, I was a human resources
manager. With 500+ employees
working in close quarters, believe
me, we didn’t WANT sick employees coming in and spreading
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MomsRising Members meet with Nevada elected officials.

germs. That’s why we provided
all full-time and three-quarter-time
employees with paid sick/personal
leave time. But we shouldn’t leave
“leave” up in the air – we need federal legislation to require employers to provide paid time off. The
costs will be borne by taxpayers,
employers, and all of society, true,
but so will the costs of a devastating H1N1 flu pandemic, and already
our society suffers from not having
these laws and policies in place. If
the terrorists were planning to unleash germ warfare on the U.S. this
fall, wouldn’t we be taking serious
action to protect ourselves? Why
should germ warfare that comes
from Mother Nature be treated any
less seriously? We need paid sick
days now.

they have to be out of the facility for
24 hours. When my sick days are
used up, I then have to take my vacation days. Being sick is definitely
not a vacation. We also have the
option of utilizing a daycare nursing facility for a cost. The problem
is that my daughter does not want
to be with someone she does not
know when she is sick. If I do not
have any extra money for the nursing facility (we live on a very tight
budget since my husband lost his
full-time job), then I have to take off
time anyway but may not get paid
for it if I’ve used my sick and vacation time. My husband’s part-time
jobs (without benefits) still expect
him to be there no matter what.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (VA)

I have worked for the federal
government for almost 33 years.
However, without paid sick days, I
would have been fired a long time
ago. I am a single mom of triplets.
My kids are now 7 1/2 and, fortunately, don’t get sick often. However, during their first year in preschool, they called me to pick one

I have 5 paid sick days a year.
Unfortunately between me and a
4 year old in day care, those days
are used up quickly. Anyone with
young children knows that viruses
and bacteria travel quickly throughout the daycare. If there is a fever,

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (VA)
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of them up all the time. Usually,
illnesses with triplets aren’t all at
once; they occur in tandem. So an
illness would typically take me out
for a day and a half. Then we’d have
a day’s reprieve. Then the next one
would get sick, and so on. Eventually, even with sick leave, I had to
contract with a back-up nanny service for those times when I absolutely couldn’t stay home from work
or didn’t want to use what little
leave I had left (after using most of
what leave I had accumulated over
the years for pre-delivery bed-rest
and post-delivery maternity leave).
Even now, I am struggling to maintain a meager leave balance for
medical appointments, calls from
the clinic, and emergencies. That
means I usually do “conserve” sick
leave – I go to work when I’m sick
or exhausted or send the kids to
school sick occasionally when I
know they would get well faster if
they stayed at home.

– Melissa (VA)
When I miss a day from work for
personal illness I receive a paid
sick day. However, if my child is ill
or spouse, the company takes an
earned vacation day from me automatically. The same happens
if I take FMLA for care of a family member; the company takes
earned vacation for the absence.
I have a daughter with Muscular Dystrophy and I do everything
possible never to miss work for if
I do, I am punished by losing my
vacation time. Then if I want to take
vacation sometime throughout the
year, I might not have any days left
to take. This seems so unfair since
Americans have such few vacation
days as it is. Corporate America
controls the situation and always
does what’s best for the business
without considering the employees. The only time employees receive positive benefits is when the
government steps in with a new
law making Corporate America
comply.

– Stephanie (VA)
MomsRising.org

When my daughter was a
child I worked for the Department
of Family Services. I had a very sick
child – she had over 100 documented ear infections, her fevers would
spike suddenly, she was on prophylactic antibiotics and ended with 3
sets of tube and a total of 6 surgeries (she has partial hearing loss).
For me taking care of my daughter
I was penalized and several times
it reflected negatively on my performance evaluations. However, I was

“As a parent,
you should never
have to choose
between working
to support your
family, and
caring for them
when they are ill.”
MomsRising Member,
Washington

also involved in translating for some
of our clients that were negligent
in taking care of their children and
pursue legal venues to make them
take care of the kids or remove
them from their custody! However, I
was a bad employee for doing what
was right for my child. This was
back in 1994 to 1997 or so. Later,
in 2007, as I worked for a local attorney I was also reprimanded for
taking care of my health. One was
a mammogram that required further
evaluation. I need a second mammogram and later a CAT scan. I was
then asked to provide documentation of it being true. Later that year,
I was in severe abdominal pain. Because my primary care physician
couldn’t see me until the afternoon I
proceeded to the ER because I was

in fear of calling out. I was hospitalized for a week with colitis. I was
also frowned upon for the backed
up work that accumulated during
my absence. Who wants to be in
the hospital for a week?? This is my
story of the past decade and things
haven’t changed much in the work
force from what I can see.

– Marta (VA)
I think it should be pretty obvious
why all employees need sick days/
personal days. Everybody gets sick
and or has things that must be tend
to which can only be tended to during their work hours. This is really a
no-brainer.

– Barbara (VA)

WASHINGTON
I have paid sick days, but many of
my student’s parents do not. It is very
disturbing when I find out my students have to miss school to care for
their younger siblings. Caring for your
children is an honor and a privilege.
As a parent, you should not have to
choose between working to support
your family, and caring for them when
they are ill.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
As a mother re-entering the workforce it is the greatest concern that I
will either lose my job or hurt my child
by not staying home when they are
sick.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
I am a home care worker. An unfortunate fact is that many caregivers like
me do not get sick pay, and we are
often forced by our financial circumstances to work while ill. In order to
efficiently do my job it is important for
me to keep myself healthy. Since I
care for the elderly and disabled, who
are often immune compromised, it is
also important for me not to expose
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myself to my clients when I am sick.
I once had a bad cold/flu and I went
to work anyway because I had no
sick days and could not afford to
take any time off. I wore a mask so
as not to infect my client, but I was
very ill and felt miserable. It would
impact me greatly and the people
for whom I provide care if I had sick
days so that I could stay home when
I’m sick.

– KAREN (WA)
As a public school teacher in
high-needs (Title) schools, I work
with families that must send sick
youngsters to school or lose their
low-paying jobs. Every child deserves to be taken care of by loving adults when they are ill. And
other children and the adults who
work with them deserve to have a
healthy, uninfected environment!
Please support this measure

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
I’m fortunate to work for a
company that is very generous with
paid sick leave. This program has allowed me to stay at home and care
for my daughter when she has been
ill, so she didn’t have to go to school
and infect others. They also encourage us to work from home or take a
sick day if we are sick, so that we
don’t spread infections around the
office place. It wasn’t that long ago
though when I worked for a company that would write you up after
taking 3 sick days which were of
course not paid. I remember coming
into work having a fever, because
I knew I only had a few sick days
and I needed to save them in case
my child was sick. No one should
be forced to work if they are sick or
their child is sick. Our jobs should
not be put in jeopardy for ailments
that we have no control over. I wish
that everyone could have the coverage that I do, and know that they
will not suffer financially for making
the right choice to stay at home to
recover or care for a child.

– Kelsey (WA)
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More than

22 million
of working women
lack basic sick day
benefits.

I am fortunate to have a set
number of sick days allotted to me
every year. That way, if my child or
I are sick, we can keep our germs
at home and not infect our coworkers or classmates, without worrying
about missing out on our paycheck.
As it should be. So many of my students’ parents have to send their
kids to school unless they’re seriously ill, and those children bring and
spread their illnesses to me and my
students.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)

47%

of women working
in the private
sector have no
paid sick days.

27%

of low-income
women (with
incomes below
200% of the
poverty level) put
off getting
health-care
because they
cannot take time
off from work.

I am a single parent. I do not have
the privilege of having paid sick days,
and can only work the percentage of
the day when my child has school. I
have to stay home when my child is
not well, and, therefore, do not get income that is detrimental to my family. Please provide part-time hourly
workers with more benefits.

– Katie (WA)
I have sick days, but we need to
take the stigma out of using them.
People get sick and it is in the public’s interest that sick people stay
home. I know people who take pride
in “never having taken a sick day.”
They feel it makes them look weak to
miss a day of work. My question is, if
you have never taken a sick day, how
many people have you spread illness
to over the years?

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
Sick Days are important to me
because I have three children and my
employer offers no sick time. Usually
if I am sick I go to work anyways and
work through it, which is not the best
since I work with food and beverages. I also work with a lot of young
people who come in sick ALL the
time because they cannot afford to
call in. Everyone gets everyone else
sick. It is a vicious cycle.

– Carrie (WA)
Institute for Women’s Policy Research, Women and
Paid Sick Days: Crucial for Family Well Being, 200

At my previous employer (I am
an unemployed, full-time homemaker and full-time student now), I was
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both disciplined for taking a day off
of work to care for my sick child and
coming to work sick. I was only given 5 days of sick leave per year, with
no room to ask for unpaid leave, so
my child had to go to daycare sick
numerous times, and I went to work
sick numerous times. The CEO even
asked why I was at work once, to
which I replied that I didn’t have any
more sick days. He simply said “oh”
and left me alone. He did not ask me
to go home, nothing. This needs to
change!!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
Paid sick days in my company reduce the overall number of lost man
hours each year. Because our employees feel free to stay away from
the office during a period of illnesses
without loss of status, money, or vacation time, they often avoid transmitting their illness by staying home.
This has led to fewer vacation days
taken overall, a total win/win for our
company and employees. All illnesses that last beyond 3 days require a doctor’s note, but since we
changed from a sick leave policy
that granted a fixed number of days
to a flexible sick leave policy with no
maximum number of days available,
almost NO employees have been
sick for more than three days.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
As a single parent, I was fortunate
enough to work for a company that
provided a generous sick pay plan.
I didn’t need to use sick days often
but knowing that I was protected
from the loss of income and/or the
loss of my job, removed a great deal
of stress from an already burdensome task. I felt secure enough to
purchase a home and provide a secure, stress-free environment for my
family. I would not have felt secure
enough to purchase a home knowing that my financial stability could
change drastically due to a flu outbreak or other malady. All families
need sick leave protection!

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
MomsRising.org

A MomsRising member in North Carolina brings her daughter with her to testify in support of paid sick days legislation.

“Paid sick days
in my company
reduce the
overall number
of lost man hours
each year... they
often avoid
transmitting their
illness by staying
home.”
MomsRising Member,
Washington

Why are paid sick days important? When I was laid off my employer pointed out that I had gone above
my six “allowed” sick days. I am a
single mother. Because of daycare
restrictions, my daughter would generally have to be out of daycare for
two days if she got sic – one day to
be sick, and the next day to HOPEFULLY get into the doctor for the doctor’s note to say she could go back
to daycare without getting other kids
sick. And of course, due to the nature of children, I would invariably get
whatever she had a few days later,
and hopefully it would coincide with
a weekend so I wouldn’t miss work.

But if I only had to take one day off
for myself to be sick, and two days
for her, that still means she/we could
only get sick TWICE for the year. Do
you know how unrealistic that is?
Kids in daycare GET SICK. Regardless of how clean the daycare is, or
how intentional people are about
wiping runny noses, kids exposed to
other kids get sick more than twice a
year. I was getting paid $10 an hour.
I got my work done, even if I wasn’t
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed every
day. I have a strong feeling that they
simply felt I missed too many days
for their taste. Not to mention the
bills that didn’t get paid if we were
sick, because my allowed sick days
were unpaid in the first place. I was
unemployed for five months, at the
early end of the recession, searching diligently for work and taking any
little part-time thing that came my
way to delay the inevitable. I ended
up re-joining AmeriCorps to at least
buy me a year. It’s only volunteering
with a stipend – if you calculate out
what we make for the year, including our Education Award, it’s less
than minimum wage. But at least we
won’t be homeless. After that’s done
this summer, we will be living in my
parents’ basement, because I know
it will take me a long time to find a
job even one step above working a
cash register at Taco Bell. The average time it takes to find a job right
now is a YEAR. I wouldn’t be in this
position if I had been given a realistic
sick-leave policy.

– LeAnna (WA)
I juggle a part-time job (which
was full-time before I started having
to stay home with kids a lot) and a
small business (which I started to try
and fill in the money gap left by losing hours at my main job), and there
is no such thing as a paid sick days
in my life. When I get sick, I work
sick unless I am highly contagious
(which means that I stay sick a lot
longer.) But if I can’t work, because
I need to stay home and take care
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days when my daughter or son has
thrown up or run a high fever and I
can’t take them to work, and they
can’t go to daycare. I must be able
to stay home with them to care for
them. If I didn’t have paid sick days,
I wouldn’t be able to do this. We live
paycheck to paycheck, and while
we are trying to build up our savings, just day to day living does not
allow us the cushion to take time off
without pay. We would have to sacrifice paying a bill if we did not have
paid sick days and needed to take
unpaid leave to care for ourselves
or a child.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)

MomsRising members decorated baby onesies in support of paid sick days.

of my child, I don’t get paid, which
means a lot of sacrifices. Not just the
luxuries, like swimming lessons or
trips to the movies, but also cutting
into the grocery budget, which usually means less fruit and vegetables -because they are the most expensive
part of the shopping. I feel like this is
building into a cycle of getting sick
more often because we can’t recover
properly, and then not being able to
eat the healthier diet that would help
us get sick less in the first place.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)

only get paid when I work. No sick
days. We are getting by – somewhat – on SSI for both children, a
minimum of child support, and what I
can make working my part-time job.
I was afraid that 2 years ago I’d lose
my job when my daughter had weeks
of seizures so bad I couldn’t send her
to school. The doctor’s office had to
write a letter for me. Even the jobs
I can take are limited... I have been
fired or not considered too many
times to count because of the nature
of my children’s seizure disorder.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WA)
Both of my children have a seizure
disorder, and this includes ADHD,
OCD, and a weakened immune system. I work for a small agency and
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It’s so important that I am
able to take a day off when sickness impacts our family. There are

I am a mother to a beautiful
3-year-old daughter and am currently pregnant with our son who
is due July 26th. I feel very fortunate to have a job but am often
concerned about my value to the
company when I am faced with
normal parenting challenges that I
can’t prevent. Whenever my daughter is sick, I feel it necessary to be
there for her. To comfort her, to care
for her but because I am forced to
choose between pay (which is our
total livelihood) and being there for
my daughter, I have a moral battle
every time she does get sick. In addition, I am facing mounting pregnancy problems. I’ve had much
nausea, sickness and now extreme
pelvic pain. Because I have no paid
maternity leave and no sick time
in the work place, day after day, I
trudge in to fulfill my duty as an employee. I do this not only because
my family needs the money but also
because I fear being looked upon
as a weak employee. My job is so
important to me and in the current
economic climate, competitiveness
is everything. I know there would
be many people lined up for my job
and if I can’t be there to compete
to keep my job, who knows what
will happen? I feel we need legislation to help people like me. There
are many Americans out there who
are truly dedicated to the cause. I
am one of them and as I continue to
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  Studies show that children recover faster when cared for by their
parents. The mere presence of parents shortens a child’s hospital stay
by 31%, reducing health care costs.  Active parental involvement in
children’s hospital care may head off future health care needs, partly
due to increased parental education and awareness.
National Partnership for Women and Families, Paid sick days are good for children’s health, http://www.nationalpartnership.org/site/DocServer/Fact_Sheet_
Paid_sick_days_are_good_for_childrens_health.pdf?docID=4182

power through my pain, daughter’s
sickness, and all of the rest of life’s
unknowns, I just want a balanced
path. If families are allowed to stay
home more worry free, we will all
benefit. Less illness and more productive employees during time of
health, will be a certainly and folks
like me will no longer have to worry
about a basic need to care for one’s
self and family during time of illness.

– Kimberly (WA)

WEST VIRGINIA
Without paid sick days I would
not have been able to stay home
and continue to breastfeed my son
when he started to drop off the
charts. As a teacher I see many
children sent to school when they
are sick and fevered all the time.
Parents must work. This not only
makes the child feel worse, but it
also spreads the illness to others.

– Tammy (WV)
I did not get sick days and because my daughter was frequently
ill when she was younger I was
written up and almost lost my job
due to missing 8 days of work in
1 year so that she would be cared
for when she was sick. At the time I
was working full time as a certified
nurse’s aide to support my daughter, picking up any available over-
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time just to make ends meet since I
was getting no financial help (child
support) from her father.

law truly needs to be passed to benefit the mothers and single fathers
who need this.

– Valerie (WV)

– MOMSRISING MEMBE (WV)

I already get 5 paid sick days a
year. However, as a single mother to
two children, ALL of those days can
EASILY be used up in one month –
on my children alone. I am most appreciative for the days I do get; however, 5 days for an entire year has not
been sufficient to meet my needs. I
have sent my children to school/daycare when they are sick. I have come
to work when I’m sick, as well. I
live paycheck-to-paycheck, and the
threat of losing my job keeps me at
my desk and, therefore, my kids at
school/daycare – sick or not.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WV)
I don’t have paid sick days.
However, I am salaried. My kids are
grown. When my son was in college though, he was hit by a car,
and came so close to losing his life.
I missed a good month and a half of
work, but my boss made sure I had
all my paychecks. I am fortunate
enough to work for an agency who
recognizes family comes first. My
daughter does not have this advantage and does not get paid sick days
– her son has been hospitalized 3
times and he is just 2; he has a staph
infection, has had RSV, and the rotavirus. She stays with him in the hospital. No work, no pay for her. This

WISCONSIN
I am a family daycare provider that
has to take unpaid sick days when
my child is ill. More important, however, is that the parents with children
in my have paid sick days for when
their child is ill. I have parents bringing sick children to me rather than
miss work themselves. This is so unhealthy to other children in my care
and myself. I usually end up having
to take an unpaid sick day myself
once my son catches that illness... it
has happened with pink eye (highly
contagious) and well as flu-like viruses.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WI)
I’ve never had sick days, which
means on the rare occasion I am ill, I
have to choose between being paid
or not caring for myself and others by
schlepping to a customer service job
and spreading the disease around.
My partner has sick days. He works
two jobs. At his white collar adjunct
teaching job, when he calls in sick,
no one says a word to him about it
(unless asking if they can do anything
to help). At his blue collar retail job,
even though he is offered sick time,
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it is considered an extreme luxury.
Though it is allocated to employees,
the employees are passive-aggressively punished for taking it. If the
understanding that sick employees
or parents of sick children do not belong in the workplace was universal,
as was paid sick leave, we may well
have a healthier, happier populace!

– Gina (WI)

Janice’s daughter.

Paid sick days allowed my husband to be with our first child while
I was recovering from the emergency Caesarian and could not be with
her. My husband stayed at the hospital. He was with me when, at
my baby’s first time nursing she stopped breathing and turned blue.
I patted her back, called her name, and she started breathing again.
We called the nurse, and she said by their protocol they wouldn’t do
anymore because all of her signs had returned to normal, but if one of
us came with her and insisted that a specialist see her, the specialist
would be called. I had major surgery – I couldn’t get out of bed. My
husband went with the nurse, insisted on the specialist. Our daughter’s prognosis was not good. She was having seizures due to two
strokes on each hemisphere of the brain. One of the other moms in the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit commented that our baby was so beautiful – she glowed. We were with her 24/7. Each of the babies glowed
when a parent was present. Most did not, because their parents were
not able to be there. Our daughter is now entering 2nd grade and is an
incredibly intelligent and vibrant girl, developmentally where she needs
to be, or beyond. The neurologist said that he hopes that each child he
sees recovers as our daughter did, but he seldom sees it. My job ended
as our daughter was born, and my husband’s job was able to support
us so that I could be with our baby full-time. If we had not been able
to be physically present with her in the hospital twenty four hours/day
while her brain recovery was so tenuous, and if I couldn’t have stayed
home with her so she could receive all of the therapies from the birth
to three program, plus me repeating all of the therapies once or twice
a day – I would probably not be writing a story with a happy ending.
Now, our daughter will be able to participate fully in life, and share the
gifts that are in her heart to help make the world a better place. Every
child should have that same opportunity. And it all began because my
husband had paid sick days. Peace.

– JANICE (WISCONSIN)

I currently receive sick days.
As a health care worker, I would be
putting my patients at risk if I didn’t
have this benefit. Furthermore, since
I work with pediatric patients, every
day I see kids who are left alone,
scared, in the hospital, because their
parents aren’t granted sick days and
they fear missing work to lose insurance; or if they lack that, they fear
losing their job and being unable to
afford the care that their child’s life
depends on. Instead, these children
are left frightened and isolated in a
foreign environment where strangers
are doing seeming awful things to
them with no one to help them cope.
I dread to think what it means when
these adults themselves become ill.
Particularly in this era, where diseases like H1N1 are spread rampantly,
when people do not stay home (despite CDC recommendations), because of fear of job loss or lack of
pay due to no sick day benefit, it becomes imperative that paid sick days
are granted to all working people.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WI)

WYOMING
I am fortunate to have PTO
that I can use when my children are
very ill. This hasn’t always been the
case. When I was getting my degree, I would call a list of neighbors
and friends to try and find someone
with a day off who would be willing
to watch my sick child. Many Moms
are torn between working to pay for
medicine and staying home to care
for their sick child.

– MOMSRISING MEMBER (WY)
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